Below are less than six months of tweets by George Webb @realgeorgewebb1
January to June 2023.

There are thousands and thousands more Twitter posts – as he has tweeted 2-3 posts about me each day for years. He also has a substack (that I don’t have access to).

George Webb has written thousands of Twitter posts attacking me. He mixes fact, fiction and fake posts. He has gained almost 100,000 followers on twitter by doing this.

This man accuses me of being a mass murderer, taking billions in federal money, convincing the government to use Remdesivir as standard of care, introducing the mRNA vaccines as a bioweapon, collaborating with Russians, causing the Antrax attacks, etc. the list literally goes on and on. His followers then harass me and frankly, have also threatened me. This has then spawned a whole group of social media influencers that attack myself and my wife. Webb has blamed me for the Antrax attacks, SARS, MERS, Zika, Ebola, etc. It has become some sort of sick business models - as George Webb is literally growing his social media businesses by making stuff up about me and provides fake info to his followers.

It is a hate cult. I have had death threats, people saying horrific things about me. It literally doesn’t end. This has all has caused extreme emotional distress within my family.

He also has hundreds of videos that he has created about me.

What he writes about me on his give and go page (https://www.givesendgo.com/GA837)
Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Michael Callahan, Ex-CIA Business Partner Darrell Galloway, and disgraced former head of Ft. Detrick biolab, Sina Bavari. Malone has taken to retweeting a New York film maker who has accused George Webb and his brother on "leaving open the Federal Bridge" electronic interchange that allowed 9/11 to happen. This New York film maker actively worked with David Hawkins, a Canadian from Vancouver BC, to have the survivors of the 9/11 trajegy to exact reprisals on Webb and his family. An ex-State Department employee from Norfolk, Virginia came to Webb's remote Maryland island, then threatened to "Waco, Jonestown, and flamethrower" Webb's family. Robert Malone Retweeting this film maker's outrageous claims puts Webb's family in continual jeopardy. Robert Malone should compensate Webb for the reckless and vicious attack on Webb's character and the safety of his family.
So why didn’t Dr. Robert Malone of Alchem evaluate HCQ when Zhengli at Wuhan Institute of Virology was saying it was effective on Feb 4th, 2020? Source - Housatonic Live on YouTube.

Remdesivir and chloroquine effectively inhibit the recently emerged novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in vitro.

I will be joined at the top of the hour by @RealGeorgeWebb1 and @HousatonicLive to discuss Robert Malone, and other topics on Rumble.
Always nice to get a compliment from the Incomparable One.

Gosh, what an informative exposé on Dr. Robert Malone: Dr. Jane Ruby and Investigative Journalist George Webb: Get to know your Left–Right Gatekeepers
Bob Malone was the Chief Medical Officer for Alchem and consultant for ten years. They did the study that found there were no existing treatments for Coronavirus, opening the way for EUA for mRNA.

He didn’t learn and evolve when it mattered most - when he and only he had the chance to repurpose drugs to stop COVID in Jan and Feb 2020. He bypassed HCQ and IVM to allow the EUA of mRNA by only looking at Pepsid AC.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 25

Look at Talton at Alchem. Lots of work for BARDA and DTRA with Nanoparticles. Inhale-able vaccines and other applications for war fighting including tag and trace.

Nanotherapeutics, Inc. for seventeen years. Dr. Talton has developed multiple clinical-stage products as well as NanoFUSE® DBM, a sterile, FDA-cleared (K062459) easy-to-reconstitute bone graft. Leading

CLINICALLY PROVEN & FDA-CLEARED

WORLD'S FIRST AND ONLY FDA-APPROVED COMBINATION OF SYNTHETIC FIBER-BASED BIOACTIVE GLASS AND DEMINERALIZED BONE MATRIX (DBM)

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 24

Why didn’t he evaluate HCQ and IVM when he knew they were effective? He had done studies on them before and wrote highly of them. So, at the critical moment, he forgets about them? And that opens the way for tge EUA and mRNA?
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 24

Why I don’t want to let Big Tobacco’s Poster Boy masquerade as an anti-vax crusader.
Did Bob Malone just do exactly what he said he was going to do - create hate at mrna companies, then introduce a patsy for mass formation psychosis?
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 29
You Say You Want Directed Evolution, Well Malone. We All Want To Change The World

rumble.com
You Say You Want Directed Evolution, Well Malone. We All Want To Change The World
Need I say more how this op is to protect DARPA, WEF, and Remdesvir?
When You Can't Make The Gain Of Function Trial, Film A Gay Pizza Date

One Reporter Actually Went To The Gain of Function Trial
Other Reporters Went To A Pizza Parlor To Film Gay Dates

George Webb, Charles Leiber Trial
Boston, Massachusetts, 2021
Real Gain Of Function Not On Trial
Michael Callahan Gets A Pass

rumble.com

Happy Valentines Day to Adam Schiff, Igor Pasternak, and Worldwide Aeros Surveillance Balloons. Sorry you lost your House Intel seat, and DoD had to admit you were hiding the “Chinese satellite” flights for doing COVID digital detection over the last four years.
Why doesn't Bob Malone ever talk about his DTRA/Lincoln Lab Leidos project with Darrell Ricke?

Prior to January 2017, the FBI required DNA profiles submitted for CODIS entry to include the following 13 loci or locations, called Core Loci (shaded area). Amelogenin is used for gender determination.

Malone's Big DOMANE Lie Is Crashing Silicon Valley Speculators Who Believe In Bio-Al., by @RealGeorgeWebb1
open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
Bob Malone’s Inovio was another beneficiary of the BCG Biogen pump and dump conference of Feb 2020.
Peter Duke asks me if Bob Malone’s Leidos machine denied my entry to the Vaccine Litigation Conference. I haven’t laughed so hard in a long time. @thedukereport
What if Bob Malone has snuck Remdesivir into his DOMANE clinical trials over the last three years?

Each participant receives the standard of care (SOC), which typically involves the following:

- Remdesivir
- Dexamethasone
- Lovenox
- Tocilizumab
- Convalescent plasma

Per the protocol, the study investigator has the leeway to drop the study combination drug and use dexamethasone for those study participants who require supplemental oxygen as outlined in the National Institutes of Health COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines. Also, for example, if any subjects require high-flow oxygen, non-invasive ventilation, invasive mechanical ventilation, or extracorporeal membrane oxygenation the investigator can switch to established protocols involving dexamethasone.

Robert Malone has also cleverly slipped Remdesiver into all the trials over the last three years.

JOSH POTTEL, PhD
President and CEO
Molecular Forecaster Inc.
Distinguished DDTP Alumnus
Finding ACE2 - Helping Bob Malone And DOMANE - Three years of no AI results and counting.

Bob Malone curious chase for the “Leidos Particle”, and not the COVID anything.
Malone is sadly mistaken that actually reporting the facts somehow makes me money. I have two dead research partners, no money left from six years of using my own money for research, ($750k), and nobody even bought me a coffee today. Malone is pulling the Donie O’Sullivan, Hillary tap dance. You must be doing this for money. Wrong. But someone else in the story might have made some.

10:26 PM • Mar 27, 2023 • 4,549 Views
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George Webb – Investigative Journalist

Replying to @RealGeorgeWebb1
Some of Bob’s ASPR Purchase Orders. mappbio.com/press-releases... .
LEGALIZED MURDER: PREP ACT, BIG TOBACCO AND ROBERT MALONE

On today's Dr. Jane Ruby Show, Dr. Jane welcomes investigative reporter, George Webb to expose the origins of the mass genocide...
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Mar 31
Replying to @TrevorFitzgibb1
You and **Malone** are in a neck-and-neck hypocrisy battle. Did you guys yuck it up about fleecing all the Red State widows from Remdesivir deaths at the **Atlanta** Conference? I notice your "**COVID Litigation Tour**" is only marketing to MAGA folks.

**Founder of PR Firm Shut Down Over Sexual Harassment Allegations Launches Project to Protect Women at Work**

*By Anna Merlan* | Published May 17, 2017 | Comments (31)

Trevor FitzGibbon, one of the founders of FitzGibbon Media, a major progressive PR firm which shut down in December 2015 amidst allegations of sexual harassment and assault against him, has co-launched a new venture aimed at—get this—creating "a culture where women can flourish both in and out of the workplace." With the U.S. Attorney in Washington D.C. declining to press criminal charges against him, FitzGibbon has now declared himself "cleared," and apparently, an appropriate choice to lead this initiative, called **Dignity for Our Daughters**.

Before it shuttered, FitzGibbon Media represented a powerhouse of progressive and leftist organizations, including MoveOn.org, NARAL, the AFL-CIO, and Wikileaks. The firm also issued statements from Chelsea Manning and helped her tweet from prison. The allegations against Trevor FitzGibbon ranged from sexual harassment to outright sexual assault; in statements to the media, staffers described six separate incidents of sexual harassment against as many women and two allegations of assault.
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 19

Yes, Malone used the Corona hysteria to focus everyone on Pepcid AC when he knew HCQ and IVT worked from his previous studies. The Pepcid AC bait and switch was critical for mRNA to get emergency use authorization.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 17

I asked why he didn’t evaluate HCQ. But come to think of it, Bob did give the stamp of approval for Remdesivir.
So why didn't Dr. Robert Malone of Alchem evaluate HCQ when Zhengli at Wuhan Institute of Virology was saying it was effective on Feb 4th, 2020?

Source - Housatonic Live on YouTube.

---

Remdesivir and chloroquine effectively inhibit the recently emerged novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in vitro.

---

I will be joined at the top of the hour by @RealGeorgeWebb1 and @HousatonicLive to discuss Robert Malone, and other topics on Rumble.

Hone Malone
Peter Duke is joined by George Webb and Mark Kulacz to discuss Robert Malone, and other topics.
Malone’s Vapor Bar AND Leidos Partnerships Are Really Just Private DARPA Cutouts

DARPA VIRUS VACCINE GAME
MALONE’S VAPOR BAR/LEIDOS

How Many DTRA Cutouts Bob?

rumble.com
Malone’s Vapor Bar AND Leidos Partnerships Are Really Just Private DARPA Cutouts
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 24
George Floyd - The Real Timeline and more Maloney Baloney after that.

rumble.com
George Floyd - The Real Timeline
Peter Duke is joined by George Webb and Maryam Henein to discuss her film The Real Timeline.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWebb1  Jan 25

Replying to @RealGeorgeWebb1

Look at Talton at Alchem. Lots of work for BARDA and DTRA with Nanoparticles. Inhalable vaccines and other applications for war fighting including tag and trace.

Nanotherapeutics, Inc. for seventeen years. Dr. Talton has developed multiple clinical-stage products as well as NanoFUSE® DBM, a sterile, FDA-cleared (K062459) easy-to-reconstitute bone graft. Leading

CLINICALLY PROVEN & FDA-CLEARED

WORLD'S FIRST AND ONLY FDA-APPROVED COMBINATION OF SYNTHETIC FIBER-BASED BIOACTIVE GLASS AND DEMINERALIZED BONE MATRIX (DBM)

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWebb1  Jan 24

Replying to @RealGeorgeWebb1

Bob Malone was the Chief Medical Officer for Alchem and consultant for ten years. They did the study that found there were no existing treatments for CoronaVirus, opening the way for EUA for mRNA.

Say hello Nicotine 3.0

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV

Dedicated to excellence in custom synthesis.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... • Jan 28

Pfizer statement undermines Jordan Triston Walker's conjecture on vaccine and therapeutic development at Pfizer. Bob Malone and Michael Callahan's Walker sideshow has been effective however, in diverting attention from mRNA bid rigging at Wellcome Trust and WHO.

Friday, January 27, 2023 - 08:00pm

Share

New York, N.Y., January 27, 2023 - Allegations have recently been made related to gain of function and directed evolution research at Pfizer and the company would like to set the record straight.

In the ongoing development of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, treatment, PAXLOVID™, Pfizer undertakes in vitro work (e.g., in a laboratory culture dish) to identify potential resistance mutations to nirmatrelvir, one of PAXLOVID's two components. With a naturally evolving virus, it is important to routinely assess the activity of an antiviral. Most of this work is conducted using computer simulations or mutations of the main protease—a non-infectious part of the virus. In a limited number of cases when a full virus does not contain any known gain of function mutations, such
Robert Malone confirms my reporting on Alchem’s FC pathway attacking T Cell immunity through DPP4/CD-26. Can’t say we didn’t report on that months ago.
Did Bob Malone just do exactly what he said he was going to do - create hate at mRNA companies, then introduce a patsy for mass formation psychosis?
George Webb - Investigative Journ...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 29  
You Say You Want Directed Evolution, Well Malone. We All Want To Change The World

rumble.com
You Say You Want Directed Evolution, Well Malone. We All Want To Change The World

George Webb - Investigative Journ...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 30  
Some have accused me of being Bob Malone Mass Formation Psychosis inhibitor. Guilty as charged. Malone wants the mass formation psychosis to form on Pfizer, while sheltering the real sword and shield strategy for DARPA/Gilead/Remdesivir. No evidence for that Bob.
The Jordan Walker BCG Files. This paper was written by the exact same BCG co-authors in May of 2020 one week later. Robert Malone's Inovio is one of the two recommended vaccines. The Timelines and Implications for COVID-19 Vaccines | BCG

Replying to @RealGeorgeWebb1
Compare my Senior Worldwide Executives with Bob Malone's. youtu.be/EKGmwGpbkro. Anyone who has ever been in business knows this person has never been in business.

PFIZER'S 'DIRECTED EVOLUTION' with Dr. Robert... Dana (@DLoesch / @DanaLoeschRadio) is joined by Dr. Robert Malone (@RWMaloneMD on GETTR...
Frances Arnold’s Directed Evolution factory near Bob Malone’s Alchem in Alachua, Florida

Watch this video to explore our biomanufacturing site in Alachua, FL:

Watch this video to explore our biomanufacturing site in Alachua, FL:

Watch this video to explore our biomanufacturing site in Alachua, FL:

Watch this video to explore our biomanufacturing site in Alachua, FL:

George Webb At Bob Malone’s Alchem and Resilience Vaccine BioManufacturing just behind in Alachua, FL.
Here I point to Bob Malone's Alchem and then I point to Frances Arnold's Directed Evolution Vaccine Factory at Resilience. Sept 2021

Re-Directed Evolution of News - The Nobel Prize winner in 2018 Directed Evolution is on the Board of Bob Malone's Resilience.
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Feb 2
Resilience Story - The Key To Real Directed Evolution.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Feb 2
Boston Consulting Group's Jordan Walker has never done Directed Evolution. But Michael Callahan in Wuhan and Bob Malone's Alchem sure have. We took you there in Sept 2021 in Alachua, Florida.
Sept 2021 - Robert Malone's Alchem - All Ukrainian BioAgents, All The Time, All Vapes Too
Malone And Hone - Getting To The Root Of DeGroot And EpiVax.
217 tuned in · May 14 · 1:44:01

George Webb - Investigative Journalist 

George Webb - Investigative Journalist

George Webb - Investigative Journalist

Compare my Senior. Worldwide Executives with Bob Malone’s.
youtu.be/EKGMwGpbkro. Anyone who has ever been in business knows this person has never been in business.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist

George Webb At Bob Malone’s Alchem and Resilience Vaccine BioManufacturing just behind in Alachua, FL.
Frances Arnold’s Directed Evolution factory near Bob Malone’s Alchem in Alachua, Florida

Watch this video to explore our biomanufacturing site in Alachua, FL:

Manufacturing space.

Watch this video to explore our biomanufacturing site in Alachua, FL:

Manufacturing space.

ALACHUA, FL BUILDING-G
- 52,000 sqft.
- Single use technology
- Facility Design Guidelines - International Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering (ISPE) Baseline Guideline

Here I point to Bob Malone’s Alchem and then I point to Frances Arnold’s Directed Evolution Vaccine Factory at Resilience. Sept 2021

Here I point to Bob Malone’s Alchem and then I point to Frances Arnold’s Directed Evolution Vaccine Factory at Resilience. Sept 2021
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Feb 2
Re-Directed Evolution of News - The Nobel Prize winner in 2018 Directed Evolution is on the Board of Bob Malone’s Resilience.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Feb 2
Resilience Story - The Key To Real Directed Evolution.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Feb 2
Boston Consulting Group’s Jordan Walker has never done Directed Evolution. But Michael Callahan in Wuhan and Bob Malone’s Alchem sure have. We took you there in Sept 2021 in Alachua, Florida.
Sept 2021 - Robert Malone's Alchem - All Ukrainian BioAgents, All The Time, All Vapes Too

September 2021 - Robert Malone’s Alchem In Alachua, FL

Ukrainian BioAgents Everywhere You Look

Alchem
FC Pathway
Antibody
Dependent
Enhance
HIV Like
VaporBar
NicSelect

rumble.com

Robert Malone's Alchem - All Ukrainian BioAgents, All The Time, All ...
Robert Malone's Alchem - All Ukrainian BioAgents, All The Time, All Vapes Too
We made it out. A few hairy moments when guards wanted to block us in the cul-de-sac. Bob Malone's Alchem and Frances Arnold Resilience don't like visitors. Everything AOK here South of Gaines Of Function Ville.

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV

Nicotine [EP/USP]
Alchem International with 75 years of experience in the phytochemical space has been diligently providing plant derived ingredients, active pharmaceutical ingredients and bulk drugs to all international

Why is he blaming Jordon Walker for his Directed Evolution? Why is he hiding his Alchem and virus like particle work with Nano-ADM. Why is he working with Leidos, a track and trace security company? Why is he working with Vapor Bar, a vaping distributor? Why is he would with a...
George Webb - Investigative Journal... ⚡ @RealGeorgeWe... • Feb 28

The attempts to hide Robert Malone from the Resilience Directed Evolution Advanced Manufacturing and Development plant include changing the name of Nanotherapeutics to Nano-ADM to Ology to Resilience in Alchua, Florida. The misdirection to Jordon Walker for Directed Evolution...

---

Mar. 11, 2016 • 3 likes • 997 views

Ology Bioservices (previously named Nanotherapeutics, Inc.) is a private, American biopharmaceutical company.

In 2013 Nanotherapeutics was awarded an Advanced Development & Manufacturing (ADM) contract from Department...
Space Dust, Bob?

MIT and the Air Force renew contract for operation of MIT Lincoln Laboratory

Lincoln Laboratory
April 28, 2015

$3.1 billion, the award guarantees only the minimum amount of work stated in the contract (valued at $500,000).

Lincoln Laboratory is a unique resource, as it is the sole national defense laboratory pairing state-of-the-art research and development with rapid hardware.

Malone, Nano-Therapeutics, Nano-ADM, and Resilience Directed Evolution

1.6K tuned in · Feb 28 · 7:47
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... - Mar 1 ... Peter Daszak of EcoHealth Alliance always leaves out the key details. Yes, hedgehogs were infected with CoronaVirus at one point. But Daszak leaves out the fact that hedgehogs are used because their robust immune systems are not killed by Remdesivir, and the Remdesivir mutates...

Talk about a SPIKE protein: Fauci-backed British virologist Peter Daszak shares Russian study that suggests Covid might've come from a HEDGEHOG - in apparent attempt to deflect lab leak criticism

- EcoHealth president Peter Daszak appears to be deflecting the lab leak theory
- The DoE now believes the virus was man-made, implicating Daszak's non-profit
- READ MORE: US official calls for more pressure to be placed on Beijing

By CONNOR BOYD HEALTH EDITOR and MANSUR SHAHEEN DEPUTY HEALTH EDITOR FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
UPDATED: 20:42 EST, 28 February 2023

A disgraced scientist at the center of Covid lab leak cover-up claims has promoted the idea the virus may have jumped to humans from hedgehogs.

Dr Peter Daszak's ties to the Wuhan Institute of Virology were thrust into the spotlight again this week after a new US Energy Department report concluded the lab as the most likely source of the pandemic.

In an apparent attempt to deflect criticism, Dr Daszak tweeted a study by Russian scientists which warns bat coronaviruses can infect hedgehogs and create entirely...

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... - Mar 1 ... We told you five years ago that Adam Schiff authorized a Track and Trace Program in the US that was used on the battlefields of Afghanistan. Reference the Leidos Air Force Contract of Robert Malone. Life Is Like A Box Of BioAgents. You Never Know rumble.com/v2bct3w-life-i......
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWeb... · Mar 1

Warning about NATO's Track And Trace VLP Particles Coming To US BEFORE 2019 Games Military Outbreak

MIT News

MIT and the Air Force renew contract for operation of MIT Lincoln Laboratory

RESTON, Va. Leidos has won a contract worth approximately $170 million from the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) to support the agency's cooperative biological engagement program (CBEP) and cooperative threat reduction (CTR) program through a global Scientific & Technical Engagement Partnership (STEP) program. The Mit...
Stanley Plotkin is VLP Therapeutics. Bob Malone's VLPs.

We told the real VLP story for the Wuhan Military Games in 2019. Don't accept cheap imitations!

Stanley Plotkin is, of course, and VLP Therapeutics.
Stanley Plotkin is VLP Therapeutics. Bob Malone's VLPs.
The Jordon Walker Boston Consulting Group files continue to deliver a treasure trove. This time - Stanley Plotkin and Bob Malone's Inovio. Is this why O'Keefe was banished by Project Veritas?
Does the Truth have a Side?
Peter Duke is joined by George Webb to discuss issues with Robert Malone, Andrew Huff, Vaping and other interesting coincidences.

Closing In On Directed Evolution And Malone’s Leidos Lockstep
2K tuned in · Mar 2 · 49:40
Malone keeps insisting he didn’t add "psychosis" to "mass formation" for the Joe Rogan show. Not true. It is his and his alone. And it is your future diagnosis if you resist. Posing bu Bob Malone VLP Sculpture Garden today near the Wuhan Eastlake mockup.

“Safe and Effective? But some continue to insist that mass formation (psychosis...
https://twitter.com/RWMaloneMD/status/
Malone keeps insisting he didn't add “psychosis” to “mass formation” for the Joe Rogan show. Not true. It is his and his alone. And it is your future diagnosis if you resist. Posing by Bob Malone VLP Sculpture Garden today near the Wuhan Eastlake mockup.

“Safe and Effective? But some continue to insist that mass formation (psychosis...

[Link](https://twitter.com/RWMaloneMD/status/)
Celecoxib is Celebrex in the US. Pfizer’s tradename.

Dr. Robert Malone declares under penalty of perjury: currently serve as CEO and Principal Consultant for RW Malone MD LLC, primarily supporting the US Department of Defense, Defense Threat Reduction

Drugs: Famotidine and Famotidine + Celecoxib as treatment for both outpatient and inpatient COVID-19 disease, and have academic publications relating to this work. This work has yielded
Watch what Bob Malone says in Court testimony versus what he says on stage. He pushed Celebrex in India (Celecoxib) as a COVID treatment after it was removed for the US market in 2008 after a slew of heart attack lawsuits.

NEW YORK (Reuters) - Pfizer Inc said on Friday it plans to pay $894 million to settle lawsuits alleging that its withdrawn Bextra painkiller and widely used Celebrex arthritis drug harmed U.S. patients and defrauded consumers.

Both his father and father in law at Raytheon at the Cambridge Lab.

I am not saying “no virus”. There are viruses. But you can supplement them with “engineered pathogens”.
Boston Consulting Group’s Josh Kellar and his Global Scientist Network of 500 MDs and Scientists created the COVID Mass Formation Psychosis. When will Bob Malone and Project Veritas tell the truth about that? Is O’Keefe going to be the only one?
This resume reads like I was a bioagents engineer for 40 years, then I became a hero when COVID was released in January 2020.
Bob Malone’s DARPA “Hero whistleblower” is a DARPA Fellow weaponizing all these bioagents with Obama.
Bob Malone’s Engineered Pathogens - Never has a journalist taken so much opposition and hate for quoting Court Records verbatim.

Jordon Walker’s Boston Consulting Group white-paper that instituted lockdowns and brought back Remdesiver is far more pressing. Do you suppose we can get Malone to retweet what O'Keefe retweeted?

Yes, the people getting a Billion from DARPA and DTRA are the victims. I haven't seen you post Jordon Walker's Boston Consulting Group paper lately if you are the chase for the folks that put in lockdowns.
George Webb - Investigative Journ...   @RealGeorgeWe...   · Mar 6

Bob Malone finally admits he worked for Alchem. He forgets he was the Chief Medical Officer, but we are making progress! The CEO of Alchem, Jim Talton at Alchem, doesn’t forget the BARDA and DoD Contracts!

JAMES TALTON
Alchem Corporation

BIOGRAPHY
James D. Talton, Ph.D., is the President and CEO of Alchem Laboratories Corporation. Prior to joining Alchem, Dr. Talton served as the President and Chief Executive Officer of Nanotherapeutics, Inc. for seventeen years. He also is President of Nanotherapeutics, Inc. President of Science & Engineering

Dr. Talton has developed multiple clinical-stage products as well as NanoFUSE® DBM, a sterile, FDA-cleared (K062459) easy-to-reconstitute bone graft. Leading multiple successful government programs, Dr. Talton has successfully won over $1 billion in contracts with government partners including NIH, DOD, and BARDA. Dr. Talton is an inventor on eleven U.S. patents and has authored several peer-reviewed publications and book chapters involved in drug delivery systems with a primary focus on drug analysis and controlled release formulations, pharmacokinetics and pulmonary drug delivery. Dr. Talton received his B.S. and M.S. in Materials Science & Engineering.

George Webb - Investigative Journ...   @RealGeorgeWe...   · Mar 6

Bob Malone’s Leidos wins Accenture Fed Cloud contract. Leidos Wins Accenture Federal Services Subcontract for CDC Cloud Modernization; Liz Porter Quoted

executivegov.com
Leidos Wins Accenture Federal Services Subcontract
Leidos has won a subcontract from Accenture Federal Services to provide cloud modernization ...
If Bob Malone didn’t open the door for emergency authorization of mRNA vaccine and taken of a Billion in bioagent money from DoD and DTRA, I wouldn’t be looking into the real source of Directed Evolution in Alachua, Florida. But it seems the pigs that slopped at the US Gov’t...

**BREAKING NEWS**

9:47

BOB MALONE ADMITS TO WORKING FOR ALCHEM OVER ONE BILLION IN BARDA, DOD, NIH GRANTS

Malone was already evaluating repurposed drugs in December of 2019 before COVID in the DOMANE program. Also, he was stacking the deck for Remdesivir. Source - Science Magazine, Mark Kulacz, Housatonic Live.
Why doesn't Bob Malone ever talk about his DTRA/Lincoln Lab Leidos project with Darrell Ricke?

Prior to January 2017, the FBI required DNA profiles submitted for CODIS entry to include the following 13 loci or locations, called Core Loci (shaded area). Amelogenin is used for gender determination.
Did Bob Malone and Darrell Ricke of the Leidos FBI DNA Database project use the Biogen Superspreader Conference to create a Mass Formation Psychosis on CoronaVirus?

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV and Vaccine Risks for Antibody-Dependent Enhancement (ADE)

March 2020
DOI: 10.20944/preprints202003.0136.v1

Project: Pathogene

Authors:
Darrell O. Ricke
Robert Malone
RW Malone MD LLC

Why did Jordon Walker's Boss At Pfizer Create A Biogen LinkedIn Profile?
Bob Malone’s Leidos Life Sciences Partner Is Darrell Ricke of the FBI DNA Database lookup fame.
Was the Mass Formation Psychosis at Bob Malone's Biogen SuperSpreader Conference in Feb 2020 created by someone doping the air filters? Did Jordan Walker's boss file an air conditioning patent in 2018 for putting air conditioners in series for superfiltering with Hepa filters?
In March 2020, our research group exposed the DARPA/DTRA fraud that computers can spit out vaccines. We told you DARPA ADEPT was a rigged game. That became mRNA. Silicon Valley billionaires were too arrogant to listen. Now they want a bailout. Robert Malone’s DOMANE is a fraud.

I recorded this in November 2021 BEFORE Robert Malone went on Joe Rogen. Notice the great Peter Breggin MD verifies everything I said in his blockbuster article “Could This Man Have Saved World?” on March 6th, 2023.
In this 2011 Bob Malone presentation to the WHO in Geneva, you see into the future of computational biology and the foretelling of the disastrous Biogen Conference of February 2020 where the CoronaVirus Mass Formation Psychosis of CoronaVirus forms in America.

**Vaccine Production Strategies:**
**Ensuring Alignment and Sustainability**

Second WHO Consultation on Global Action Plan for Influenza Vaccines (GAP-II)

Malone's Big DOMANE Lie Is Crashing Silicon Valley Speculators Who Believe In Bio-Al., by @RealGeorgeWebb1
open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
Bob Malone’s Inovio was another beneficiary of the BCG Biogen pump and dump conference of Feb 2020.
Andy Dybala  @LivewithAndy · Mar 15
Live at 7pm EST. Everything Everywhere All At Once - Interview with Journalist @RealGeorgeWebb1. Featuring the bio-agents behind the Covid19 bioweapon. Silicon Valley Bank, The Biogen SuperSpreader Event, Shuang Wu, Johnson Controls, Wuhan Lab & the youtube.com/live/Lts7Km4oN...... Show more

George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWebb... · Mar 15
Biogen Bound, And Ready To Spread. (Originally Houston, We Have A Problem. Chinese SuperSpreaders Are Heading To Boston.)

George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWebb... · Mar 21
She has to come outside to find the truth. Inside is going to be DoD people collecting cash for the injuries they allowed to happen.
I will challenge Robert Malone to an in person debate this weekend in Atlanta that Robert Malone and Darrell Ricke of the Leidos Lincoln Lab at MIT, are the key people who opened the door for Emergency Authorization for Remdesivir and mRNA vaccines. Robert Malone was the CMO for Alchem, and Ricke’s DOMANE software did the repurposing analysis of existing therapeutics. Conference this weekend as seen on Vivi Frei’s show with Michael Barnes. Love ya Bob, but you open the door for these new DARPA vaccines and therapeutics.
I will challenge Robert Malone to an in person debate this weekend in Atlanta that Robert Malone and Darrell Ricke of the Leidos Lincoln Lab at MIT, are the key people who opened the door for Emergency Authorization for Remdesivir and mRNA vaccines. Robert Malone was the CMO for... Show more
I'll be joined by @RealGeorgeWebb1 at the top of the hour to discuss the DOMANE software and Robert Malone's participation in the choice of Famotidine to fight Covid-19 on Rumble!

Peter Duke is joined by George Webb to discuss DOMANE software and Robert Malone's participation in the choice of Famotidine to fight Covid-19.

Truth or Consequences in Florida for the next Republican Presidential Candidate. The same for truth for mRNA and Remdesivir.
Will Robert Malone take the DOMANE Challenge? Oh yeah, Robert Redfield, ex-Director of the CDC, admits that the pandemic started in Wuhan in September. I think I have three or four books out there in 2020 and 2021 saying that. The date is going to be September 11th, 2019. And I believe Shuang Sarah Wu’s 2018 Johnson Controls patents point to the Wuhan Lab was “practice” for American hospitals.
Malone also had access to a completed study on Remdesivir and HCQ on Feb 4th, 2020. Why no DOMANE evaluation of HCQ?

nature.com/articles/s4142...

Letter to the Editor | Open Access | Published: 04 February 2020

Remdesivir and chloroquine effectively inhibit the recently emerged novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in vitro

Manki Wang, Ruyuan Cao, Leike Zhang, Xingluo Yang, Jia Liu, Mingyue Xu, Zhengli Shi, Zhihong Hu, Wu Zhong & Gemu Xiao

Cell Research 30, 269–271 (2020) | Cite this article

1.30m Accesses | 4175 Citations | 6966 Altmetric | Metrics

Dear Editor,

In December 2019, a novel pneumonia caused by a previously unknown pathogen emerged in Wuhan, a city of 11 million people in central China. The initial cases were linked to exposures in a seafood market in Wuhan.1 As of January 27, 2020, the Chinese authorities reported 2835 confirmed cases in mainland China, including 81 deaths. Additionally, 19 confirmed cases were identified in Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan, and 39 imported cases were identified in Thailand, Japan, South Korea, United States, Vietnam, Singapore, Nepal, France, Australia and Canada. The pathogen was soon identified as a novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV), which is closely related to seven acute respiratory syndrome CoV (SARS-CoV).2

Currently, there is no specific treatment against the new virus. Therefore, identifying effective antiviral agents to combat the disease is urgently needed.

An efficient approach to drug discovery is to test whether the existing antiviral drugs are
Bob Malone's DOMANE knocked out Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin and ushered in Remdesivir and mRNA, and no one even knows it was the most important event in human history, affecting every man, woman, and child in the world.

If DARPA recommended Ivermectin as the treatment against SARS in 2016, how did Bob Malone's DOMANE miss it in 2020?

Ask Bob Malone why he didn’t trial HCQ. The DOMANE question is so important.
George Webb - Investigative Journalist
@RealGeorgeWebb1

DARPA knew since 2016 that Ivermectin was to be used as a first response for SARS like diseases. Yet Bob Malone chose to have a new, untested computer program re-run the trials that had already been verified over a decade and a half. He chose DOMANE, a brand new, untested program.

A New DOMANE for the Pandemic Era

What Stopped Ivermectin?
What Stopped Hydroxychloroquine?
emerging biological threats like COVID-19.

6:22 AM · Mar 24, 2023 · 13.7K Views

115 Retweets  21 Quotes  174 Likes  22 Bookmarks
DARPA knew since 2016 that Ivermectin was to be used as a first response for SARS like diseases. Yet Bob Malone chose to have a new, untested computer program re-run the trials that had already been verified over a decade and a half. He chose DOMANE, a brand new, untested program.
Will the Remdesivir injured be discussed this weekend in Atlanta at Bob Malone’s COVID fundraiser? Why didn’t Bob Malone’s DOMANE load IVM (Ivermectin) or HCQ (hydroxychloroquine) into the COVID starting gate in February 2020?
George Webb - Investigative Journalist  @RealGeorgeW...  · Mar 26
DOMANE Domani!

rumble.com
DOMANE Domani!
Peter Duke is joined by George Webb to discuss DOMANE software and the Robert Malone, Steve Kirsch who ha

George Webb - Investigative Journalist  @RealGeorgeW...  · Mar 26
Malone, DOMANE, Ivermectin, Remdesivir, Going Forward
Bob Malone’s Leidos “Stick ‘em” Machine saw the January 6th particle in my lungs! I almost coughed up a lung laughing.

Malone, DOMANE, And How That Shaped Our World

My latest on Substack. open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...

Ask Bob Malone About DOMANE.

I ONLY DRINK DOMANE
George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeWe... · Mar 27
Bob Malone’s Leidos “Stick ‘em” Machine saw the January 6th particle in my lungs! I almost coughed up a lung laughing.

George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeWe... · Mar 27
Malone, DOMANE, And How That Shaped Our World
2.3K tuned in · Mar 27 · 2:59:03

George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeWe... · Mar 26
My latest on Substack. open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...

George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeWe... · Mar 26
Ask Bob Malone About DOMANE.
George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  Mar 27
Finding ACE2 - Helping Bob Malone And DOMANE - Three years of no AI results and counting.

George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  Mar 27
Bob Malone curious chase for the “Leidos Particle”, and not the COVID anything.
Malone missed my question to CNN - "Who said anything about her being contagious?". Oh well, Malone is now quoting CNN to avoid answering questions about DOMANE.

Malone is sadly mistaken that actually reporting the facts somehow makes me money. I have two dead research partners, no money left from six years of using my own money for research, ($750k), and nobody even bought me a coffee today. Malone is pulling the Donie O'Sullivan, Hillary tap dance. You must be doing this for money. Wrong. But someone else in the story might have made some.
Malone missed my question to CNN - "Who said anything about her being contagious?". Oh well, Malone is now quoting CNN to avoid answering questions about DOMANE.

I posted these and other news stories about Sweigert two years ago (you can find many more) after he made up a story about me. That was when he really started going after me, it has only escalated since then. Of course, posting this will only make more people follow him.

This is the sick, sad reality of hate journalism as a business model. Anything I say or do will be used against me. Anything I post will only make people go read him. There is no way to win against this.

Malone is sadly mistaken that actually reporting the facts somehow makes me money. I have two dead research partners, no money left from six years of using my own money for research, ($750k), and nobody even bought me a coffee today. Malone is pulling the Donie O'Sullivan, Hillary...
Johnny knows I am right on Malone, so he brings up this bullshit a year later. I always said Whitney did a great job summarizing my stuff, and other research too. She just didn't want me prying into Khashoggi in Sarasota. Khashoggi in Sarasota before and during 9/11 with Bush is not a story? Her boss, Muhawesh at Mint Press, getting Iraq War Reconstruction money yo start Mint Press us nit a story? Hopsicker wrote the story on Mint Press, not me. Everybody is running to save Malone. Has Whitney looked into DOMANE? Hell no! Has Johnny looked into DOMANE? Hell no! What’s wrong with them? Now is the time to bitch about me going all the way to Wales to meet him, and he stands me up? And he is bitching about that now? Wow Johnny, google DOMANE, or STFU.

12:18 AM · Mar 28, 2023 · 4,320 Views

Bob Malone FBI DNA Database partner Darrell Ricke ran the DOMANE trials with Malone. Tag and trace baby.
Oopsie, oopsie, oopsie Bob. How did you know CIA DARPA man took 6,000 COVID blood samples in Wuhan?

As of April 1, 2020, Dr Robert Malone loved Michael Callahan and did not refer to him as "recently introduced" or as "a CIA agent".

What happened?
Link - https://t.co/3JvWjOmgP7

HousatonicLive Retweeted
As of April 1, 2020, Dr Robert Malone loved Michael Callahan and did not refer to him as "recently introduced" or as "a CIA agent".

What happened?
Link - medium.com/@rwmalonemd/he...
The Duke Report @thedukereport · Mar 28 ·

I'll be joined at the top of the hour by @RealGeorgeWebb1 to discuss the @HousatonicLive discovery of an April 1, 2020 post by Robert Malone calling Michael Callahan a "Colleague" on Rumble!

rumble.com

6000 Bottles of Blood on the Wall
Peter Duke is joined by George Webb to discuss Mark Kulacz discovery of an April 1, 2020 post by Robert Malone calling Michael ...
Bob Malone seems to think he was in two DOMANE Famotidine trials as late as 9/2021. That's a year and ten months.


"RelCovax™, a second-generation multivalent SARS-CoV-2 vaccine", Presented at the Vaccines Summit, 2021 by Robert W. Malone MD, MS for Reliance Life Sciences. [youtube video](https://youtu.be/_OygHCE9F2A) via @YouTube

I understand that this is not "my vaccine". I am a consultant on this one. An excellent and experienced team of vaccine specialists at Reliance have created this.

in four randomized clinical trials. Two in USA involving high dose famotidine + celecoxib (outpatient, inpatient), one in India for the same (there are generic drugs), and a clinical trial of a new "traditional" candidate.
After all the Leidos smears are over, all that will be left in a few days will be fantastic investigative reporting. Knock your light out trolls. Yeah Bob, I did 9/11 with my brother? Hey Bob, have you checked out your Leidos SAIC Anthrax Bomber suspect you guys put in the White House as Trump Corona Crisis Coordinator?

Hatchet

Documents in a U.S. House of Representatives select subcommittee report released late last month show that Steven Hatfill, a former adjunct professor of emergency medicine, used his GW email to conduct business regarding controversial COVID treatments while helping the administration of former President Donald Trump respond to the COVID outbreak. A subpoena issued to Hatfill from the same Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis in September 2021 also cited his attempts to overturn
DOMANE is important because it got Trump to continue lockdowns.

vanityfair.com
Quack Cures Lose Their Appeal Now That Trump Himself Is Sick Wit...
Instead of hydroxychloroquine, oleandrin, or any of the other “shiny objects” his administration has pushed, the president is mixing ...

George Webb - Investigative Jour...
Replying to @RealGeorgeWebb1
Some of Bob's ASPR Purchase Orders. mappbio.com/press-releases....
George Webb - Investigative Journal...

@RealGeorgeW... · Mar 29

“People who don’t believe in vaccines are by far the most gullible people on earth” - Bob Malone, August 18, 2021. Malone was still pushing DOMANE Famotidine and Celebrex trials a few days later. Why? He could market lawsuit ridden Celebrex to India.

Malone, MD

@GenExerMama I have no idea of what you are speaking about. My involvement with DOMANE was early and superficial.

10:59 PM · Mar 27, 2023

Robert W Malone, MD @RWMaloneMD

I don’t believe in vaccines are people on earth. We have a way to influence people, anti-vaccine, the easiest to manipulate to.

@DuchessAlexis I am data based. And have confirmed with personal experience. Ivermectin has utility, but is not perfect. Our HD Famotidine + celecoxib trials will start soon, and that also shows promise. Fluvoxamine is promising. There are many others.

George Webb - Investigative Journal...

@RealGeorgeW... · Mar 29

Read the study. Conigliaro knew the Famotadine results were cooked for the Biogen Conference. He went back and verified them, and then corrected the study. Bob Malone with the study when his results were challenged, bit that didn’t stop him from doing more the-scientist.com/news-opinion/s...... Show more
The COVID mass formation psychosis drug trial of Famotidine began one day before the Biogen formation psychosis superspreader event on February 25th, 2020.

The spokesperson for the Reinstein Institutes for Medical Research, the research arm of Northwell, writes in an email to The Scientist. “That trend concerns us as it makes it harder to conduct medical science research.”

Despite the pushback, additional evidence

George Webb joins the show to discuss his recent close encounter with mRNA inventor and whistleblower Dr. Robert Malone at his event this past weekend. We also dig into the scientists sketchy history and if he is a reliable source to be the author of the future of the ‘right’s’ vaccine agenda.

Twitter: https://twitter.com/LivewithAndy
Main YouTube: /andydybala
Back-up YouTube: /andydybalaclone
Rumble: https://rumble.com/c/AndyDybalaLive
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Neighborhood...
Live at 7pm EST - Home (M)Alone with @RealGeorgeWebb1 - George Webb joins the show to discuss his recent almost close encounter with mRNA inventor and whistleblower Dr. Robert Malone at his event this past weekend. We also dig into the scientists sketchy
youtube.com/live/R7tp8v6E4...... Show more
The Streisand DNC Effect Of Bob Malone

rumble.com

Streisand Effect

Peter Duke is joined by George Webb to discuss how Robert Malone is directing more attention to George Webb's reporting.
Here is my response to Bob Malone retweeting 60 Minutes and CNN hit pieces on me. I did a Class Action Lawsuit against the DNC in 2017, and Donie O’Sullivan of CNN and the DNC, have made up stories about me ever since. Steve Kirsch is a top 5 DNC contributor, and Trevor Fitzgibbon is the PR guy for DNC running the Vaccine Litigation Conference in Atlanta this week. Trevor gave me a press pass, then revoked it after I flew in for the conference when I got to the Hilton. I didn’t try to “crash” the event. I left courteously with no fuss. Typical DNC Games. Trevor also did PR also for MoveOn dot Org. Planned Parenthood, and Democratic Senators in Virginia. Malone is also aligned with the DNC. Here we go with yet another DNC smear of me.
Robert Malone was at the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs company AERAS on 9/11 I believe in Rockville, Maryland. He moved up the road to Ft Detrick in Frederick, Maryland after 9/11 to DynPort, a joint venture between Ft Detrick and Porton Down bioagent facility in Wiltshire, England. Maybe that’s why he retweeted the Dutch NATO Armed Diplomatic Security Services Officer story about me? What connections did the NATO DSS Officer’s Commander, the Supreme Allied Commander of NATO, have with AERAS?
Robert Malone was at the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs company AERAS on 9/11 I believe in Rockville, Maryland. He moved up the road to Ft Detrick in Frederick, Maryland after 9/11 to DynPort, a joint venture between Ft Detrick and Porton Down bioagent facility in Wiltshire, England. Maybe that’s why he retweeted the Dutch NATO Armed Diplomatic Security Services Officer story about me? What connections did the NATO DSS Officer’s Commander, the Supreme Allied Commander of NATO, have with AERAS?

Just asking a few questions for Bob Malone. Not running trying to undermine anyone. Just reasonable questions.
Bob Malone, in his own words, objected to hydroxychloroquine in the DOMANE Leidos LEAP trials. Malone literally had heartburn with hydroxychloroquine.

The trial, most of which paid Northwell's costs.

The study's draft protocol was aimed only at evaluating famotidine's efficacy, but Trump's "game-changer" antimalarial drug was rapidly becoming the standard of care for hospitalized COVID-19 patients. That led to an additional seven days. The investigator and team had been working closely with personnel employed by both the US DoD and HHS on identifying repurposed drug candidates for COVID-19 and reported the findings to US government officials within focused on the papain-like protease of SARS-CoV-2. This occurred during a Cambridge Mass drug discovery conference immediately after the Biogen super-spreader event (late February 2020). Having developed COVID-19 hydroxychloroquine in the treatment arms (NCT04370262). After enrollment was initiated, changes in standard of care, Good Clinical Practice (GCP) audit irregularities, and failure to enroll adequate numbers of patients
Bob Malone's heartburn over HCQ. Read about Bob Malone's fight not to include HCQ in the DOMANE Leidos trials. The review board insisted on

More Than Just Heartburn: Does Famotidine Effectively Treat Patients with COVID-19? | SpringerLink

link.springer.com

More Than Just Heartburn: Does Famotidine Effectively Treat Patient...

Digestive Diseases and Sciences -
George Webb - Investigative Journalist Retweeted

**Rounding the Earth** @RoundEarthClub • Apr 2

Tomorrow at 1PM Eastern, @RealGeorgeWebb1 joins @EduEngineer to discuss the current era of #citizenjournalism, and in particular, George's recent work on #ProjectVeritas, Shuang Sarah Wu and #RobertMalone.

Join us live on @rumblevideo:

![RTE Discussions #28: The Era of Citizen Journalism (w/ George Webb)](rumble.com)

Investigative journalist George Webb joins Mathew Crawford to discuss the current era of citizen journalism, and in particular,
Again, simple questions for Bob Malone on how DOMANE disqualified hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin, and how we ended up with Remdesivir, result in Bob Malone taking victimhood to new heights.

Moderna’s DARPA ADEPT - mRNA Vaccine was trialed before the first DOMANE repurposing tests for FDA approved drugs like Ivermectin. How could that be if the deck wasn’t stacked? Are we sure the trials didn’t start earlier with Michael Callahan in Wuhan?

First coronavirus vaccine up for trial in Seattle — and scientists need volunteers

How does novel coronavirus spread? How long does COVID-19 stay alive on surfaces? How do people catch and share the new disease? By DAVID CARACCIO

A potential coronavirus vaccine is looking to start clinical trials in Seattle and is seeking volunteers to participate.

The study is looking for people between ages 18 and 55 who are in “good health,” according to the U.S. National Library of Medicine.

The vaccine, produced by Moderna, isn’t made from a killed or weakened
Live at 7pm EST. 2023 - Bob Malone's Space Odyssey with @RealGeorgeWebb1 - Inching closer to the origins of SARS-Cov2 and cures trialed on the world's population. Journalist George Webb connects the CoronaVirus dots between Bob Malone, Michael Callahan, the world's governments, their institutions and the private businesses involved in the pandemic.

Rumble: rumble.com/v2gdu76-2023-b...

YouTube: youtube.com/live/at6rc_OVh...
As long as the old DNC, 60 Minutes, and CNN smears are getting new life with Bob Malone, let’s revisit the real “juice” of our March 2020 reporting – literally and figuratively. We said A vaccinated Armed Diplomatic Security Services courier brought the 6,000 blood samples back to the US. We never said the Wuhan blood samples were the mRNA vaccine or Remdesivir drug trials from Wuhan, but we suspected it. We suspected the US State Department was running a live exercise in China before running it in the US, but we never said we concluded that.

I knew when the Virginia Benassi story with the Wellcome Trust, the WHO, and CEPI broke, they were going to throw all the mud they could. But retweeting a guy who says I did 9/11 with my brother takes the cake! Wow, my questions must be getting under someone’s skin!

Smears are non-productive. Nobody wants to hear them. Let’s get to the roots of Anthrax 9/11 and Corona 9/11.

Here’s who Bob Malone retweeted who accused ME of being a harasser and of being mentally ill. Literally, this Bob Malone favorite guy to retweet goes after a baby!

The Wellcome Trust Feb 25th, 2020 “Doomsday Day” conference call set up the CDC, Nancy Messonier, Doomsday Concall the next day. Robert Malone’s Biogen SuperSpreader event was the day after that.
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 12

You won't believe who ran the Ebola trials with Bob Malone. A pattern is emerging here for shotgun clinical trials, and shotgun approvals. And with close cooperation of Virginia Benassi on the Ebola and Zika Task Forces.
You are with Malone or you are with the Breggins. There is no in between. Malone is trying to destroy the Breggins with a $25M lawsuit and everything they have worked their whole lives for in medicine. I just asked Malone a few questions about DOMANE and ReFRAME at DTRA when he was getting billions in vaccine purchase orders, and I was attacked by a gaggle of Malone's flying monkeys. Stand up for what's right.
Malone seems to forget I have been looking at his DynCorp and DynPort labs since 2016. I didn’t know his name until Summer 2021. Epstein was working the Virus Vaccine Game in Haiti and Africa for DynCorp and DynPort and the US State Dept.

Malone has a new video out I hear!
What's In Your Wallet? Or Who Is In Your Wallet? Bob Malone! And Darrell Ricke's FBI DNA Database technology from Leidos to be exact.

Darrell Ricke's IdPrism - FBI DNA database lookup. Bob Malone's partners include Leidos, Alchem nanotechnology, and VaporBar vaping.

IdPrism: Rapid Analysis of Forensic DNA Samples Using MPS SNP Profiles
Darrell O. Ricke, PhD, James Watkins, Philip Fremont-Smith, & Adam Michaleas
2019 IEEE HPEC
Sept. 25, 2019
Lincoln Laboratory

million DTRA contract

The Vapor Bar
What's In Your Wallet? Or Who Is In Your Wallet? Bob Malone! And Darrell Ricke's FBI DNA Database technology from Leidos to be exact.

George Webb - Investigative Jour...  @RealGeorgeWe...  Apr 17
Replies to @RealGeorgeWebb1
If you believe in Anthrax Vax for Kids, you believe in Robert Malone.

Barbara Dupont: Robert Malone Supported the Testing of Anthrax Vaccines on Children

BARDA funds Vaxin to develop anthrax vaccine

Vaxin, a clinical-stage vaccine development company, has been awarded a $21.7m contract by the Office of Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) for the development of the company's proprietary anthrax vaccine, AdVAV.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 19
Are we sure Bob Malone's partner, Darrell Ricke, doesn't do the FBI's DNA forensics with IdPrism? He doesn't really study Famotidine, does he Bob?

DeputyJoeDJ @DeputyJoeDJ · Apr 19
Is he RW Malone's brother?

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 19
No, his split FBI personality.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 19
We have $10B in purchase orders from DTRA to Leidos Life Sciences that say Bob's a biomarker man. How many purchase orders do you have for vaccine injury advocate? What are the dates on the POs?
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 18

About 20 years ago they were experimenting with this at Piketon, Ohio, I believe. The problem with plutonium is that it leaves tire tracks a mile wide.

Joy Levin @Joyousendeavors · Apr 18

Love you Georg, you are right it's the hill to die on. You still in SA?

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 18

The Beggdin street beating will not age well. All those who sponsored Malone will be retracting their position if Peter dies the next time he goes in the hospital.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 19

Are we sure Bob Malone’s partner, Darrell Ricke, doesn’t do the FBI’s DNA forensics with IdPrism? He doesn’t really study Famotidine, does he Bob?

Journal of Forensic Sciences / Volume 63, Issue 6
p. 1841-1845
Technical Note
GrigoraSNPs: Optimized Analysis of SNPs for DNA Forensics†, ‡
Darrell O. Ricke Ph.D., Anna Shcherbina M.Eng., Adam Michaleas, Philip Fremont-Smith M.S.
First published: 16 April 2018
https://doi.org/10.1111/1556-4029.13794
Citations: 5
† This material is based upon work supported under
Air Force Contract No. FA8702-05-C-0002 and/or
FA8702-15-D-0001.
‡ Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or
recommendations expressed in this material are
those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the United States Air Force.

bioRxiv posts many COVID19-related papers. A reminder:
they have not been formally peer-reviewed and should not
guide health-related behavior or be reported in the press as
conclusive.

New Results
View current version of this article
Follow this preprint

bioRxiv posts many COVID19-related papers. A reminder:
they have not been formally peer-reviewed and should not
guide health-related behavior or be reported in the press as
conclusive.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 18
I don’t either. But I do see RFK Jr on stage with Malone, and I do see the street beating of Breggin.

georgewebb.substack.com.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 18
The Substacks lay out all the receipts. The Breggins are an FBI thug street beating. My FBI beatings were in 2017 and 2020. I don’t have anything left to lose, so I can afford to stand up I guess.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 18
I always said Malone is just doing his job, not evil. He need to create the mass formation psychosis in the US so people would take the shots. No shots, no biomarker.

If you believe in Anthrax Vax for Kids, you believe in Robert Malone.

BARDA funds Vaxin to develop anthrax vaccine

Vaxin, a clinical-stage vaccine development company, has been awarded a $21.7m contract by the Office of Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) for the development of the company’s proprietary anthrax vaccine, AdVAV.
Bob Malone is an FBI Biomarker Spokesmodel - nothing more, nothing less.

We said the CIA track and trace warfighter tech would come to the FBI for domestic use in 2017. We had no idea at the time it was Bob Malone's CIA Business Partner.
Bob Malone’s former CIA Business Partner, doesn’t talk a lot about vaccine injury in his PowerPoints.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist Host

Bob Malone’s CIA Partner May Unlock Anthrax 9/11

1.9K tuned in · Apr 20 · 37:35

▶ Play recording
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 22

No matter how you roll the Corona dice, they always come up Anthrax.

Darrell O Ricke
https://www.ll.mit.edu/biographies/darrell-o-ricke and Bob tied to this paper. Please check this out George!!

It looks like it was funded by U.S. Air Force Contract No. FA8702-15-D-0001.???

Ricke's research included analyzing and annotating 12 million bases of the human genome and the entire genomes for rice and four fungal plant pathogens, as well as anthrax toxin plasmids PXO1 and PX02. He also discovered the human disease gene for Familial Mediterranean Fever and conducted other projects. Ricke received a

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 22

Reporters with receipts are attacked as “stalkers”, even though I was in Africa for ten days when Malone said it. Six years to go on the Purchase Order folks.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 22

georgewebb.substack.com

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Apr 22

Dr. M now says he didn’t just evaluate COVID in silico with DOMANE. He now says he worked with Chad Roy at Tulane for in cell culture test.

tenpc.tulane.edu

News Article Imported
Bob Malone now says he conferred with long time, Ft Detrick aerosols expert when first presented with CoronaVirus challenge.

Feldmann both doing Coronavirus Studies in Nonhuman Primate Models

orip.nih.gov/non-human-prim...

Exhaled aerosol increases with COVID-19 infection, age, and obesity.
For two years now, we have asked a simple question. We ask again here in the video about thirty minutes in. Why did Cold Spring Harbor, the place where the Human Genome Project was done, only look at ten COVID patients from Michael Callahan 6,000 blood samples from Wuhan General Hospital/Mass General Hospital. Any reviewer would ask the same question. The fact that Callahan 6,000 blood sample were a commissioned Remdesivir study meant there was inherent bias in the study. The Cold Spring Harbor study’s focus on Famotidine and the H2 Receptor and not CoronaVirus’ ACE2 receptor looked like a Trojan Horse for Remdesivir. It still does.
Going live at the top of the hour with @RealGeorgeWebb1 to discuss a company called Aeras and Robert Malone on Rumble!

rumble.com
AerasMITh
George Webb joins Peter Duke to discuss Robert Malone's connections to a company called Aeras. ...
The Duke Report @thedukereport · Apr 25
I'll be joined by @RealGeorgeWebb1 at the top of the hour (I think) to discuss the Breggins and Malone on Rumble!

rumble.com
Don't Go Breggin My Heart
George Webb joins Peter Duke to discuss the Breggins and whether Bob Malone is a prize horse, a dark horse or a glue horse?

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWebb1 · Apr 28
Did We Call Out Bob Malone's Close Friend, Chad Roy, At The Yerkes Lab In Real Time?

rumble.com
Did We Call Out Bob Malone's Close Friend, Chad Roy, At The Yerkes Lab In Real Time?
Still waiting James... Remember Jordan Walker? BCG? 50M views? Bob Malone’s call in from Stockholm to say Jordon Walker was a high level Pfizer exec? The Remdesivir paper?

rumble.com

We Beat O'Keefe To The Real Gain Of Function Lab By A Year - He Sti...
We Beat O'Keefe To The Real Gain Of Function Lab By A Year - He Still Has It Wrong
Only One Guy Calling Out Malone And Alchem In September 2021 - Before Joe Rogin

September 5th, 2021 Visiting Bob Malone’s Alchem
FC Pathway For ADE Attack On Immune System

rumble.com

Only One Guy Calling Out Malone And Alchem In September 2021 - ...
Malone's CIA associate, Michael Callahan, DARPA's Man in Wuhan, was just as bullish as Malone on tobacco plants to produce vaccines at a company called Medacago. (Kulacz YouTube - Housatonic Live).

Medicago to build $245M production facility in Quebec City, using innovative plant technology... New complex will make vaccines and therapeutics.

If you knew Malone's Mentor did TMTI, you could have predicted the Live Exercise.

Transformational Medical Technologies | Defense Media Network
Mission: Protect the warfighter from emerging and genetically engineered biological threats by providing a novel response capability...
George Webb - Investigative Journal - @RealGeorgeWe... - Apr 30

The Making Of A Live Exercise - Start With Transitional Medical Technology And Bob Malone’s Vaccine Mentor - Darrell Galloway.

MALONE’S VACCINE
GALLOWAY
TMTI
FAST
VAX

1:47

---

George Webb - Investigative Journal - @RealGeorgeWe... - Apr 30

Robert Malone Supported the Testing of Anthrax Vaccines on Children In 2011 lagatapolitica.substack.com/p/robert-malon...
Last day of our ten day “Trump watch” here in West Palm Beach. We did a deep dive on the Anthrax 9/11 murders in Lantana and looked more into Fruman and Parnas bioagent dealing with Kolomoisky. We looked into Malone’s deep Anthrax 9/11 connections as well.
Bobby Kennedy & Bob Malone (The Irish Jig is up)

George Webb joins Peter Duke to discuss the potential of Robert F. Kennedy Jr. teaming up with Robert Malone in his bid for the White ...
Robert Malone, advocate for children to receive the anthrax vaccine in 2011, was the cleanup hitter for the vax injury speakers in Brussels today. Malone made no mention of his DOMANE program disqualifying hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin, opening the door for mRNA vaccine and Remdesivir.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWebb1
This street beat down of Medical Legends Peter and Ginger Breggin is happening before our eyes. I am not going to just watch it. Bob needs some of his own medicine in Court.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWebb1
Malone has a new video out I hear!
Show this thread

Robert Malone, advocate for children to receive the anthrax vaccine in 2011, was the cleanup hitter for the vax injury speakers in Brussels today. Malone made no mention of his DOMANE program disqualifying hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin, opening the door for mRNA vaccine and... Show more
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe...  · May 4
This street beat down of Medical Legends Peter and Ginger Breggin is happening before our eyes. I am not going to just watch it. Bob needs some of his own medicine in Court.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeW...  · Apr 15
Malone has a new video out I hear!

Show this thread
Yesterday, Bob Malone took hypocrisy to stratospheric heights in the European Parliament. Tomorrow we will bring him back down to earth a bit in Court where there are penalties for lies and defamation.

So goes the I-4 corridor between Orlando and Tampa, so goes the Nation. Our team is going to cover it close up.
Bob Malone praises the suspected Anthrax Bomber in the White House.

Where were all the heroes when the Potomac Group called out "Live Exercise" and Mike Pompeo and Trump confirmed it the next day in a live, White House briefing in March 2020? Everyone is a hero a year and a half later, but no one from the White came forward who knew it was a Live Exercise after March 20, 2020. Where was Malone and Hatfill's voice box in March 2020?

No Mention Of Robert Malone, Jan-Feb DOMANE Study, Michael Callahan HCQ Wuhan Study, Or Rick Bright Jan Remdes
The Breggins appreciate Bob’s $25M lawsuit to destroy their life’s work in medical freedom, so why don’t you go ahead and give them a quick kick in the teeth while their down too.

Not one mention of DOMANE. And that’s the program that he was running that got us run death, severe and mRNA vaccines and knocked down Ivermectin and HCQ

Malone would say I was stalking him. But a funny Homer GIF!

Can someone post a snapshot of how many Twitter followers Dr. Robert Malone has? He has me blocked so I can’t ask him DOMANE questions.
George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWebb1 May 5

Replying to @RealGeorgeWebb1

GEORGE WEBB
Nationality / Nationalité / Nationaliteit
UNITED STATES OF AM
Date of birth / Date de naissance / Fecha de nacimiento: 12 Oct 1960
Place of birth / Lieu de naissance / Lugar de nacimiento: OHIO, U.S.A.
Date of issue / Date de délivrance / Fecha de expedición: 30 Sep 2013
Date of expiration / Date d’expiration / Fecha de vencimiento: 30 Sep 2013

givesendgo.com
Click here to Give now to COVID DOMANE Discovery - Malone Defa...
Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his
cornections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Micha...

George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWebb1 May 5

Malone DOMANE Lawsuit - Time For Answers

1.7K tuned in · May 5 · 46:05

► Play recording
Malone was in charge of DOMANE - arguably the most important process in history - the repurposing of existing, safe therapeutics for COVID rather than forcing emergency authorization of experimental vaccines. No decision has affected more people in the world. We deserve to know everything about that DOMANE process.

12:28 PM · May 6, 2023 · 3,430 Views

34 Retweets 4 Quotes 67 Likes 1 Bookmark

George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWebb1

My reporting of Bob Malone's COVID DOMANE program involvement is on trial. I will move discovery for all comms with Hatfill, Kadlec, Callahan, Ricke, Hone, and Galloway - a literal who's who of Anthrax 9/11.

givesendgo.com

Click here to Give now to COVID DOMANE Discovery - Malone Defa...

Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Micha...
Go West!

rumble.com
Go West!
George Webb joins Peter Duke to discuss a January 2022 article by Diana West about Robert Malone
Bob Malone Leidos Lincoln Lab purchase orders go all the way back to a guy named Steven Hatfill working for SAIC in San Diego. How many people get to plan an Anthrax attack in America? SAIC sure did in 1989 for Iraq War preparations. Oh yeah, Hatfill too, the special Corona Task Force consultant advising Trump during the outbreak of CoronaVirus.

By JEREMIAH MARQUEZ, Associated Press Writer

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - One of the men under scrutiny by the FBI’s anthrax investigation is a former U.S. soldier who bragged about ties to a feared counterinsurgency force that fought for the white minority government of Rhodesia.

The FBI has identified Dr. Steven J. Hatfill as one of 30 scientists and researchers with the expertise and opportunity to conduct the anthrax attacks.

The FBI and Postal Service agents wearing protective gloves searched his apartment in Frederick, Md., for the second time last week. A senior U.S. law enforcement official said the agents took some items that have undergone a preliminary review.

Investigators have not classified him as a suspect, only as a "person of interest."

Hatfill, 48, worked until 1999 for Fort Detrick’s Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases, which is the primary custodian of the virulent Ames strain of anthrax found in last fall's deadly letters.

Hatfill and another scientist, Joseph Soukup, commissioned a study of a hypothetical anthrax attack in February 1999 as employees of defense contractor Science Applications International Corp., said Ben Haddad, spokesman for the San Diego-based company.

Before he worked there, Hatfill spent about 15 years in southern Africa, where he earned a string of academic degrees and told them.

He claimed to have served in the U.S. Army in Vietnam and was discharged after his plane was shot down and he broke his back. However, his military record showed none of that to be true.

He joined the military in 1975, as Vietnam was ending and was discharged in 1978.

In a 1997 resume, Hatfill claimed to be a member of the special forces. But Walter Sokowski, spokesman at Army Special Operations Command at Fort Bragg, said Hatfill attended special forces training in 1976 but failed after a month. "He flunked. He was in training for only about 30 days," Sokowski said.

After completing his military service, Hatfill went to Rhodesia, where many former U.S. soldiers worked as mercenaries for the Selous Scouts, a military force that fought black rebels in an effort to maintain white rule in the southern African nation. Their efforts failed, and the country became black-led Zimbabwe in 1980.

Hatfill later bragged about serving with the Rhodesian Special Air Service and the Selous Scouts. Sources linked to Rhodesian security forces have no memory of him.

"He would talk about running around in the bush and throwing grenades in Zimbabwe and that sort of thing," Rybicki said. He also boasted about shooting grenades into the Zimbabwe offices of the African National Congress, which was fighting to overthrow white rule in South Africa, Rybicki said.

Hatfill graduated from the University of Zimbabwe Medical School in Harare in 1983.
George Webb - Investigative Journalist

All Of Bob's Men - A Who's Who Of Anthrax 9/11
1.7K tuned in · May 9 · 1:46:29

Bob Malone's ex-CIA business partner, Darrell Galloway, worked on a plan to aerosolize an Anthrax vaccine in October of 2001.

news.osu.edu
New DNA-Based Vaccine Approach Protects Mice Against Anthrax
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Researchers here have shown that mice injected with fragments of DNA from anthrax bacteria can be immunized...
Looks like the DOMANE Cover Up has begun. New version out now whitewashing DOMANE.

Who is Dr. Darrell Galloway?

George Webb joins Peter Duke to discuss the Director of the DTRA Chemical and Biological Technologies Directorate

rumble.com
I was only trying to do my job as a reporter and ask questions about the most important story of our lifetimes. Robert Malone and DOMANE are a crucial part of that story. Heaping public contempt on me for asking legitimate questions about how billions of dollars in public money was spent is not “stalking”. I have only gone to one public event where Malone was one of many speakers, and I completed a detailed request for a press pass which was granted. That press pass was revoked by Bob Malone himself when I arrived at the event. Characterizing me as a “stalker” trying to “crash the event” heaps public ridicule and scorn upon me for just simply asking questions about the DOMANE Defense Threat Reduction Agency program. This is Defamation, and it casts me as a reporter in the completely False Light of being a “stalker”.

called Discovery of Medical Countermeasures Against Novel Entities (DOMANE) to address novel and emerging threats,” stated Dr. David Hone, Chief Scientist within the Vaccines and Therapeutics Division at DTRA. “Based on previous work, we decided DOMANE would not only focus on FDA-approved drugs but also combination therapeutics, as we believe
Retweeting people who say I murdered my research partner, or retweeting that I was involved hacking into the Federal Bridge with my brother to cause 9/11, or retweeting someone that says I have committed weekly felonies for the last four years with my brother who I haven't talked to in four years, has consequences. Lying about revoking my press pass does too. Saying I am stalking in Virginia when I am in South Africa does too.
Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Michael Callahan, Ex-CIA Business Partner Darrell Galloway, and disgraced former head of Ft. Detrick biolab, Sina Bavari. Malone has taken to retweeting a New York film maker who has accused George Webb and his brother on “leaving open the Federal Bridge” electronic interchange that allowed 9/11 to happen. This New York film maker actively worked with David Hawkins, a Canadian from Vancouver BC, to have the survivors of the 9/11 tragedy to exact reprisals on Webb and his family. An ex-State Department employee from Norfolk, Virginia came to Webb’s remote Maryland island, then threatened to “Waco, Jonestown, and flamethrower” Webb’s family.

Robert Malone Retweeting this film maker's outrageous claims puts Webb’s family in continual jeopardy. Robert Malone should compensate Webb for the reckless and vicious attack on Webb’s character and the safety of his family.

Read more
My reporting of Bob Malone’s COVID DOMANE program involvement is on trial. I will move discovery for all comms with Hatfill, Kadlec, Callahan, Ricke, Hone, and Galloway - a literal who’s who of Anthrax 9/11.
Click here to Give now to COVID DOMANE Discovery - Malone Defa...
Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Micha...

Time for the truth about DOMANE. 6:23-cv-830-PGB-RMN.
#MaloneTruth. #DOMANE. #DOMANETruth
Live at 7pm EST - BioWeapons Breakdown with @RealGeorgeWebb1 - Sharing insights into his recent lawsuit filed against Dr. Robert Malone while digging into some of his partners pasts like Dr. Darrell Galloway and some of his work with the US Defense Department and the DTRA.

Links:
Rumble - rumble.com/v2n1rtw-biowea...
YouTube - youtube.com/live/-JThUKxOX...

Think back, did you meet with a Mossad agent and a US Army Ranger about a potential anthrax attack the morning of 9/11? Did you meet with Mossad before the first building was hit? Bob Malone's boss sure did.

open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
Bob Malone’s boss’ Mossad Meeting was at 8AM about the Anthrax attack on September 11, 2001. Flight 93 didn’t take off until 8:42 AM. I didn’t crash by Malone’s lab until after 10AM.

The hijackers’ decision to wait an additional 46 minutes to launch their assault meant that the people being held hostage on the flight very quickly found out that suicide attacks had already been made by hijacked airliners on the World Trade Center in New York City and the Pentagon in Arlington County, Virginia, near D.C. By 9:57 a.m., only 29 minutes after the plane had been hijacked, the passengers had made the decision to fight back in an effort to gain control of
We now find out Robert Malone’s boss was meeting with Mossad about Anthrax two hours before Flight 93 crashed by their Windber Lab on 9/11. The meeting with Mossad started before Flight 93 took off. Robert Malone retweeted a nut who accused me of 9/11.

givesendgo.com
Click here to Give now to COVID DOMANE Discovery - Malone Defa...
Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Micha...
Nick Jacobs, CEO of Bob Malone’s Windber Monkey Lab, says he was meeting with a Mossad agent about a potential anthrax attack BEFORE the first plane hit the building. He says his paramedics came down with anthrax like symptoms after going to the Shanksville crash site. Did Bob...

My 8 a.m. meeting with a former Mossad agent and a U.S. Ranger was a discussion of the possibility of utilizing our sophisticated proteomics and genomic analytical equipment from the DoD funded research institute that was a part of our health system in detecting the presence of anthrax. It was a topic that I had to consider being deployed one day at the site of the crash. When they returned, they told me the following, "We have bad news and worse news. Everyone on that plane was killed, and no one there took precautions in the event there was anthrax or any other potentially lethal substance on board that flight. We could all be dead by the end of this week."

dailyamerican.com
My own personal story . . . First blush
Malone’s DOMANE at DTRA - Institute for Protein Design

ipd.uw.edu
DTRA - Institute for Protein Design
DTRA — DOMANE Download slides for David Baker's talk. PDF
George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeW... · May 12
That's a pretty detailed description of how Bob Malone spent the Walter Reed money setting up the lab at Windber. Entered into a Court document in Middle District of Florida 11/11/2021.

Mark Albano @Mark... · 13h
Great space, George.

twitter.com/MarkAlbano9/st...

Mark Albano · 4/1/23
Dr. Malone lists his experience with the Windber Medical Center:

Baltimore School of Medicine, Dept. of Pathology
2000
research laboratory in immunology (genetic vaccination)

Davis Department of Medical Pathology
1997
Dr. Thomas Pomposo (surgical), Annual Cancer Disease

University of the Health Sciences
Breast Care Program (CBCP) through the Henry M. Jac...or
vice and Director of Tissue Banking 2000-2001
th architect firm to design space, set-up laboratory facilitie...t, including new facilities design (tissue banking facilities, surgical suite, office suites) at SUHS and Windber Medical (continued), staff for CBCP at both sites, including writing and reviewing, hiring decisions, set-up for re-locations
isor: Tissue banking immunology, cell culture, gene trans...th, animal research.

KinseyMac @KinseyMac283889 · May 11
Now you're trying to tie Dr Malone to 9/11 George?

George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeW... · May 12
No, Malone retweeted a guy who said I did 9/11 with my brother. They did a whole series on how we "left the Federal Bridge open". I was at Ft Lewis on 9/11 buying soldiers sandwiches at a Subway.
Where Was Bob Malone When His Boss Was Meeting With Mossad On 9/11?

3K tuned in · May 11 · 1:14:58

Play recording

George Webb - Investigative Journalist

Maybe Bob can ask his friend Chad Roy at the Tulane monkey lab. They have exposed monkey to anthrax through air conditional systems I think.

dispersing either an organic or inorganic substance comprises: dispersing a substance having a form selected from an inhalant-form group including a wet aerosol form, a dry aerosol form, a gaseous substance form, mist form, a fog form, a fume form, and an airborne substance form.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said exposing an animal to an inhalant comprises: dispersing the inhalant into an inhalant chamber.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein said dispersing the inhalant into an inhalant chamber comprises: dispersing the inhalant into an inhalant chamber having a configuration selected ‘from an exposure-target group

...Read More
Simple test to see if a journalist is real or fake.

You only need to know Nick Jacobs, Bob Malone’s boss at Windber, at 8AM on Sept 11, was meeting with Mossad about anthrax. if the journalist told you about that, then they are real.

Why Is Bob Malone’s 9/11 Advanced Military Medicine Lab Such A Secret?

1.8K tuned in · May 12 · 51:40
The Congressman that built Bob Malone's Windber Lab into a DoD mega research facility was Dan Ornish, personal physician to Bill Clinton. You may remember Army Colonel Brenda McDaniel was murdered on her front lawn in Ft. Belvoir, Virginia was the nurse to Hillary Clinton.

UT S. Pres. Bill Clinton from 1993 to 2000 and served on the White House Commission on Complementary and Alternative Medicine Policy in 2001-02. In March 1998 he partnered with ConAgra Foods to release a line of 1993, when Ornish was asked by Hillary Clinton to consult with the chefs at The White House, Camp David, and Air Force One. In 2010, after the former President's cardiac bypass grafts became clogged.
Windber started the Walter Reed relationship in 1999. The coming war with Saddam and his Anthrax necessitated this project. There was no known battlefield test or antidote for Anthrax at the time. For a town of 4,200, it fits the Oak Ridge model of a Manhattan Anthrax Project profile. The Joyce Murtha Breast Center started in 2000 as the Anthrax cover I believe. The Breast Center does not the Mothership centers of excellence for surgical specialties with lots of satellite feeders in a major metropolitan area. washingtonpost.com/archive/politi...

Nearly a century after Windber Medical Center opened its doors, the coal company that started the industrial infirmary no longer commands this western Pennsylvania community.

Now it is the hospital -- which has evolved into a state-of-the-art health care facility --

But Jacobs saw potential. He created an affiliation between the facility and a nonprofit consultancy called Planetree, an organization that helps hospitals brainstorm new ways to provide patient-driven care. The hospital made changes, starting with more liberal visiting hours and including in-

In February 1997, Jacobs left his job as chief communications officer for the medical center’s parent, Conemaugh Health System, to head the hospital. At that time, the medical center faced the same obstacles as other small hospitals -- with just 82 beds. Development, Penn State and Georgetown universities, and other institutions.

By most accounts, Jacobs’s most strategic move was seeking the help of Rep. John P. Murtha (D-Pa.). In 2002, Murtha announced that $10 million of a defense appropriations bill would be directed to the center’s Comprehensive Breast Care Project.
George Webb - Investigative Journalist

1.8K tuned in · May 13 · 59:05

Play recording

Pinned Tweet

George Webb - Investigative Journalist

Was Dov Zakheim’s Agent at Malone’s Winder Research Institute On 9/11?
781 tuned in · May 14 · 2:18:55

Play recording

Show this thread
You have to wonder - Is Bob Malone’s 2003 co-author for developing computational methods for developing new CoronaViruses, Anne De Groot, has a history with Emma De Witt of the Erasmus Lab and the first person to photograph the CoronaVius at the Rocky Mountain National Lab? Or Marion Koopmans of the Erasmus Lab.

11:27 AM · May 14, 2023 · 711 Views

Bob Malone would certainly be involved in either the collection of samples or the testing of anthrax samples from the crash site of Flight 93 in Shanksville, PA as the head of the Winber Research Institute lab at the Henry M. Jackson for the study of
Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Michael Callahan, Ex-CIA Business Partner Darrell Galloway, and disgraced former head of Ft. Detrick biolab, Sina Bavari. Malone has taken to retweeting a New York film maker who has accused George Webb and his brother on “leaving open the Federal Bridge” electronic interchange that allowed 9/11 to happen. This New York film maker actively worked with David Hawkins, a Canadian from Vancouver BC, to have the survivors of the 9/11 tragedy to exact reprisals on Webb and his family. An ex-State Department employee from Norfolk, Virginia came to Webb's remote Maryland island, then threatened to “Waco, Jonestown, and flamethrower” Webb’s family. Robert Malone Retweeting this film maker’s outrageous claims puts Webb’s family in continual jeopardy. Robert Malone should compensate Webb for the reckless and vicious attack on Webb’s character and the safety of his family.
George Webb - Investigative Journalist  @RealGeorge... · Sep 3, 2021
Replying to @FrequencyEsc
Now Malone seems to remember his HIV vaccine work with VAXGEN after we refreshed his memory.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist  @RealGeorge... · Sep 2, 2021
Replying to @Nabula74046794 and @leytedriver
I am saying Malone is telling the truth because he knows it's a low intensity bioweapon.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist  @RealGeorge... · Aug 26, 2021
Replying to @Preciuou20225606
Task Force's whistleblowers we're right about DTRA at Ft Belvoir. It was a virus vaccine game, and Malone was in the middle of it.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist  @RealGeorge... · Aug 29, 2021
Replying to @HaveYouFoundOu1 @dr_cottrell and @BusinessInsider
Looks like DIA disinfo at first blush to steer away from the Bavari-Malone connection. Put on hold until you can get sequence info. Ask DIA for sequence info. Until then, all eyes on Bavari-Malone. I have seen these Bannon rodeo clown moves before.
Kulacz Bombshell - Malone Hawked Redfield and Birx Criminal HIV Vaccine at WHO - Redfield Birx Malone in a tree, testing vaccines for HIV, giving love to... youtube.com/shorts/Mevy8aa... via @YouTube

I am not saying Malone's trial cause the Corona Vape outbreaks in the Summer of 2019. But testing of a Corona Vape type products could have led to the deaths.

Check out Mark Kulacz's series on Malone. Housatonicits on youtube. Malone got a lot of Tobacco money to develop vaping solutions for vaccines and therapeutics that he doesn't talk about.

I have seen this Pfizer had a covid dog vax in 2001 about five times. Why not focus on DARPA, DTRA, and Dr Malone right now?

Now Malone seems to remember his HIV vaccine work with VAXGEN after we refreshed his memory.
George Webb - Investigative Jo...  @RealGeorge...  · Sep 6, 2021

Dr Malone’s Alchem appears to get the DoD contracts for new bioagents. SynQuest appears to be the proof of concept manufacturer. $9B spent here by DTRA.
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWeb... · Jan 2
Replying to @sandrala46 @markary77 and @RWMaloneMD
Malone won’t talk about Alchem. Doesn’t pepsin cleave antibodies? Why didn’t he evaluate HCQ at Alchem? Why not IVM? He evaluated both before that positively.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWeb... · Dec 31, 2022
Replying to @BlackTomThePyr8 and @MaureenSchilde1
If you don’t get to how the Live Exercises are done, we lose. Malone was an integral part of the last one.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWeb... · Dec 31, 2022
Replying to @MaureenSchilde1 and @BlackTomThePyr8
No, communications with Callahan on Wuhan in September 2019. I never said Malone was at Event 201. You are the liar.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWeb... · Dec 31, 2022
Replying to @MaureenSchilde1 and @BlackTomThePyr8
Even it wasn’t the key to everything, I wouldn’t mention it. The fact Malone hides it is further indication of how pivotal it is.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWeb... · Jan 1
Replying to @onetailforfour and @dr_cottrell
Yep, Callahan was the man in Koltsovo. Malone maintained the horse farm. open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
George Webb - Investigative Journ...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 1  ⋯
Replying to @maxpmex
I think this Live Exercise is to promote the Malone DTRA vapes. We shall see.

George Webb - Investigative Journ...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 13  ⋯
Replying to @D_Man_Loves_You
Well, the March 2020 taped interview with CNN has already been submitted in a court of law, so Malone copied me.

George Webb - Investigative Journ...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 4  ⋯
Replying to @wickedfairysad and @Seaside13R
Agreed. Again, why didn’t Dr. Malone evaluate HCQ at Alchem?

George Webb - Investigative Journ...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 17  ⋯
Replying to @PLJinNewWest1 and @PAlexanderPhD
Alexander is an HHS insider who pushed Warp Speed. Another Warp Speeder trying to piggyback on people who did the research work on Malone.

George Webb - Investigative Journ...  @RealGeorge...  · Dec 31, 2022  ⋯
Replying to @MaureenSchilde1 and @BlackTomThePyr8
Yes, but in his book, Malone says he was a champion of both HCQ and IVT as early as 2014. Why didn’t he trial these at Alchem?

George Webb - Investigative Journ...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 2  ⋯
Replying to @sandra46 @markary77 and @RWMaloneMD
Malone won’t talk about Alchem. Doesn’t pepsin cleave antibodies? Why didn’t he evaluate HCQ at Alchem? Why not IVM? He evaluated both before that positively.
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 17
At the key moment when Bob Malone could have evaluated HCQ, he went for Pepcid AC.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 10
Gawande’s group tilted toward “mental health” to address Dr. Malone’s “mass psychosis formation” condition. I believe the “think tank” got the results they wanted, and then they disbanded. Basically, if you believe the COVID situation was contrived, you are mentally ill.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 17

He didn’t evaluate HCQ when he knew it worked. He evaluated Pepcid AC instead which failed miserably, opening the door for emergency authorization of mRNA vaccines.

Harry Berbely @HarryBerbely · Jan 17

So can anyone tell me how Dr. Malone is part of any coverups? I’m seeing him telling people about how much response to the C19 is bad medicine.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 19

Yes, Malone used the Corona hysteria to focus everyone on Pepcid AC when he knew HCQ and IVT worked from his previous studies. The Pepcid AC bait and switch was critical for mRNA to get emergency use authorization.

“Maoist formation is, in essence, a kind of group hypnosis that destroys individuals’ ethical self-awareness and robs them of their ability to think critically. This process is insidious in nature; populations fall prey to it unsuspectingly. To put...
I asked why he didn’t evaluate HCQ. But come to think of it, Bob did give the stamp of approval for Remdesivir.
So why didn’t Dr. Robert Malone of Alchem evaluate HCQ when Zhengli at Wuhan Institute of Virology was saying it was effective on Feb 4th, 2020?

Source - Housatonic Live on YouTube.

Oh gee, who had a paper out about how COVID19 caused ADE with the FC receptor before COVID was even sequenced? - Bob Malone.
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 2
Is ADE in the next Live Exercise? Antibody Dependent Enhancement is the unexpected secondary method for Corona to infect the cell - the FC pathway. FC/ADE just happens to be the core of Bob Malone's work at Vical and at Alchem. Follow the metadata to the next Live Exercise.

George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 17
So why didn't Dr. Robert Malone of Alchem evaluate HCQ when Zhengli at Wuhan Institute of Virology was saying it was effective on Feb 4th, 2020? Source - Housatonic Live on YouTube.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 2, 2021
Replying to @Nabula74046794 and @leytedriver
I am saying Malone is telling the truth because he knows it's a low intensity bioweapon.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Aug 26, 2021
Replying to @Preciou20225606
Task Force's whistleblowers we're right about DTRA at Ft Belvoir. It was a virus vaccine game, and Malone was in the middle of it.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Aug 29, 2021
Replying to @HaveYouFoundOu1 @dr_cottrell and @BusinessInsider
Looks like DIA disinfo at first blush to steer away from the Bavari-Malone connection. Put on hold until you can get sequence info. Ask DIA for sequence info. Until then, all eyes on Bavari-Malone. I have seen these Bannon rodeo clown moves before.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 7, 2021

We said Malone was collaborating with WHO back in 2011. Rebel? Not! Truth to power? Hardly! bHe was talking about using insects to make human vaccines! youtube.com/shorts/TQbq5sx...

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Aug 28, 2021

Malone and Bavari Partners in Zika. The DTRA Z Society and the Corona Br... youtu.be/-wc-zrOpkci via @YouTube

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 9, 2021

Malone MicroGeneSys - Protein Science may hold key of HIV weaponization. The Yellow Rain Katz connection: Volvovitz, Fauci, MicroGeneSys, Red Cro... youtu.be/OV4zmO6CcW0 via @YouTube

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 10, 2021

Kulacz Bombshell - Malone Hawked Redfield and Birx Criminal HIV Vaccine at WHO - Redfield Birx Malone in a tree, testing vaccines for HIV, giving love to... youtu.com/shorts/Mevy8aa... via @YouTube

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Aug 29, 2021

Replying to @david42762383
I am not saying Malone’s trial cause the Corona Vape outbreaks in the Summer of 2019. But testing of a Corona Vape type products could have led to the deaths.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Nov 29, 2021

Replying to @Pantsdef @wildmanabides and 7 others
Check out Mark Kulacz’s series on Malone. Housatonicits on youtube.
Are we sure Dr Robert Malone's wife didn't do CBD Vape studies? Wasn't Dr Robert Malone doing Vape Gene Therapy with viruses for Big Tobacco? Isn't that what Javed was doing with his vape products at Richland Hospitals?

Dr Malone's Alchem appears to get the DoD contracts for new bioagents. SynQuest appears to be the proof of concept manufacturer. $9B spent here by DTRA.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 6, 2021

Here is Dr Robert Malone give a talk to for the WHO about DTRA battlefield vaccines, but he doesn't know Virginia Benassi who gets all the vaccine bids? Bannon was the give away.

Ensuring Alignment and Sustainability

An invited talk at the World Health Organization that I gave in 2011. And no, they did not think I was a crazy outlier then either. Just now. Truth to power

https://t.co/0yXP1Q36fT

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 8, 2021

Dr Malone speaks “truth to power” on Steve Bannon’s show - but the love him at Ft Detrick and Ft Belvoir.
Was Alchem the lab in the USA Today article that leaked to bioagents?

Inside America’s secretive biolabs
Alison Young and Nick Penzenstadler, USA TODAY
Published 4:16 p.m. ET May 26, 2015 | Updated 6:32 p.m. ET May 28, 2015

You’re talking about something that has the ability to take off and we could not be confident of being able to contain it.

DAVID BELMAN, MICROBIOLOGY PROFESSOR AT STANFORD

The country’s best labs have robust safety programs, said Kenneth Borna, co-chair of a panel of outside lab safety experts convened to examine biolab safety. "You have to ensure that your inventories of select agents are being followed and that you’re being able to notify the CDC and appropriate law enforcement agencies if you discover a missing select agent."

The inspector general’s office, citing regulations stemming from the 2002 bioterrorism law, redacted the names of these labs, as well as all other labs receiving fines, in documents it provided to USA TODAY.

Vials of bioterror bacteria have gone missing. Lab mice infected with deadly viruses have.

Ft Detrick and Ft Belvoir are partners. USAMRID and CBRN

Inside America’s secretive biolabs
Alison Young and Nick Penzenstadler, USA TODAY
Published 4:16 p.m. ET May 26, 2015 | Updated 6:32 p.m. ET May 28, 2015

Active (USAMRAA) / Department of Defense (DoD)
- U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
- Dr. Margarete Fischer-Bosch Institute of Clinical Pharmacology (ICP)
- Atossa Genetics Inc. (NASDAQ: ATOS)
- Nanopharmaceuticals, Inc.
- Nelson Laboratories
- Northwell Health
- Pace Analytical Labs
- Praxis Bioresearch, LLC
- Southern Research

Dr Malone got $9 Billion for these guys - both clinical trials and manufacturing.
Dr Robert Malone's Alchem seems to be working on a synthetic nicotine for gene therapy. Hence the Alchem connection to The Vapor Bar. If cytofectins were laced in the PEG vape loads, you could theoretically vector anything. Wife is connected to CBD Vape study Aug 2016.

Dr Malone's Alchem lab in Alachua, Florida is in a remote location, but right next to the University of Florida "bio innovate lab". Also an Indian mining metals company with same name.
All eyes on Dr Robert Malone's business partners now. How could Malone not know Virginia Benassi after shepherding an Ebola vaccine through the WHO? All vax bids go to Virginia.

Dr Callahan and Dr Malone were buddies for Zika mRNA in 2016, just like Corona in China. DARPA man in the summer of 2019 was Callahan. A odd guy to consider a mRNA "whistleblower", more like profiteer.
George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWebb · Sep 30, 2021

Interesting Netherlands vaping and CBD link to Malone.

There seem to be many people with the surname Malone associated with Leiden. Arno Hazekamp conducted a research group at the University of Leiden, where he was doing some pioneering work on CBD and THC and analogues, and in particular aerosolized mixtures.

15 Jul 2018 — Medicinal Cannabis® is the brainchild of Dr. Arno Hazekamp. "From Erasmus to cannabis: a historical review of innovation in the ..."

Meet the Experts: Interview with Arno Hazekamp - Fundación
https://www.fundacion-canna.es/meet-experts-interviu/

Dr. Arno Hazekamp (1976) studied molecular biology (Bachelor degree) and ... Does oil really cure cancer.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWebb · Sep 28, 2021

Task Force was right about bioweapons in Newark, Delaware. And there is Fraunhofer and Michael Callahan of DARPA too - the best buddy of Dr Robert Malone. Deep Duisburg vindicated as well.
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Dr Robert Malone's Alchem doing virion's that cross the blood brain barrier. Hmmm. More "gene therapy"?

microRNA-146a-5p, Neurotropic Viral Infection and Prion Disease (PrD)

by Aileen I. Pogue and Walter J. Lukiw
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Did Dr Robert Malone’s partner companies do the Corona Vape tests that results in the CoronaVape deaths of the Summer of 2019? We don’t know. But his wife was interested in a CBD Vape trial in March 2016.
On the vaping trail of CoronaVirus - looking for Convenience Store Kenneth near Dulles Airport. Is Corona just warmed over Gulf War Syndrome? Same smoking method to test new bioagents and vaccines. Let's ask Dr DARPA Malone.

Is the Fauci Fast Track the same as Michael Callahan and Robert Malone's DTRA DARPA Fast Track for Remdesivir? I say no, and that's maybe why they are hanging Fauci out to dry.
Graphene oxide touches blood: in vivo interactions of bio-coronated 2D materials

Abstract
Graphene oxide is the hot topic in biomedical and pharmaceutical research of the current decade. However, its complex interactions with human blood components complicate the transition from the...

Malone looks like he is into drug deliver with protein coronas with nanoparticles. Now we are getting somewhere.
Looking hard at BICORONATED graphene oxide - BiCoGO. Bicoronated Graphene Oxide (pizza shape) cuts red and white blood cells (possibly platelets too) and creates clots. Isn't that what Malone's MRNA "vaccines" do?

Review

Graphene oxide touches blood: in vivo interactions of bi-coronated 2D materials


Abstract

Graphene oxide is the hot topic in biomedical and pharmaceutical research of the current decade. However, its complex interactions with human blood components...
Are we sure I made up the Fc backdoor to cripple your immunity?

The role of IgG Fc receptors in antibody-dependent enhancement

Stylianos Bournazos, Aaron Gupta & Jeffrey V. Ravetch

Nature Reviews Immunology 20, 633–643 (2020) | Cite this article

24k Accesses | 37 Citations | 125 Altmetric | Metrics

Abstract

Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE)

You can't make this up. Alchem is introducing a backdoor to HIV with the Fc pathway. Same as in MERS.

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV and Vaccine Risks for Antibody-Dependent Enhancement (ADE)

He says he got a call on Jan. 4 from a fellow American doctor working in China, Michael Callahan, who told him about the new virus causing severe respiratory illness. Malone then ran the virus's genetic sequence through computer models designed to find already-approved
You won’t believe this Dr Robert Malone - Alchem story in Gainesville, Florida. We take you there.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... 🔄 @RealGeorge... · Oct 17, 2021

Watch out for Annie De Groot at EpiVax. Big Malone cohort. He worked with her at Atheric. Dutch NATO is driving this. Or Dutch Intel. Or just call it Kissinger.

How computational immunology changed the face of COVID-19 vaccine development

When Chinese officials posted the sequence of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 on 10 January 2020, it triggered a race this gave immunologists a newfound urgency for addressing the deadly pandemic, as well as a starting point for developing their models, according to Annie De Groot, chief executive officer and founder of the computational immunology company EpiVax in Providence, Rhode Island.
Look for Dr Robert “DARPA” Malone AI generated “novel” bioagents and vaccines to start hitting the market. Looking hard at COVAX and RelCovax.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 30, 2022
Callahan is not a public figure. Malone is the front man, and he does a lot of social media. Do you think he wants to get caught covering up Callahan in Wuhan in September? He will spill in less than ten days.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 19, 2022
Replying to @wizOmagic @LastmanZaf and @RWMaloneMD
Dr. Robert Malone, were you the Chief Medical Officer at Alchem? Can you list all your DARPA and DTRA contracts there?

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 22, 2022
Replying to @UndrtkrPatriot and @laralogan
I think you may want to look into Alchem more and the DARPA and DTRA grants there for synthetic nicotine and Malone's partnership with VaporBar and Leidos.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Feb 3, 2022
Replying to @realConnieBevan and @AndrewE83714581
We need to keep watching Malone's Synquest and Alchem.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022
Replying to @DrBMcDH and @OffCyndisc
First, let's establish the fact that Dr. Robert Malone was the Chief Medical Officer for Alchem when they fizzled the Pепcid study in 2020.

nwaoonline.com
Study of Pепcid as virus remedy stalls after $21M
A nearly $21 million government-funded study to see if a popular, over-the-counter heartburn ...
George Webb - Investigative Journalist  📠@RealGeorgeW · Dec 8, 2022  
Replying to @mkitcowt
I have two books out there on Task Force's prediction that JSOC can simulate a pandemic with vape. Huff was at Juul, and Malone worked with Vapor Bar distribution.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist  📠@RealGeorgeW · May 23, 2022  
Replying to @ezra_reis
Malone never talks about his partners - VaporBar, Tobacco Institute, and Leidos. Lung imaging connections.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist  📠@RealGeorgeW · Jul 29, 2022  
Replying to @zebulon75018 @ouestmoncycle and 2 others
Google Malone and Leidos. Or Vapor Bar.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist  📠@RealGeorgeW · Dec 30, 2022  
Replying to @theonlinemba
Why not ask Bob Malone if he was the Chief Medical Office at Alchem?

George Webb - Investigative Journalist  📠@RealGeorgeW · Dec 22, 2022  
Replying to @UndrtkrPatriot @lalawlario and @laralogan
Understood. I followed Malone's Zika trail to Brazil. I was ready to pounce a week ago if DTRA Live Exercised there. The DTRA move seems to be World Cup in Qatar, so it looks like I guessed wrong on Zika. Bird flu did pop in Peru however.
But if you back a hoax, it is not going to look good. The clots are going to be NanoFuse like material from Alchem. **Malone**’s partner page that he hides now tells the whole story.

I believe he referring to Dr Robert **Malone**’s time as Chief Medical officer at Alchem. Alchem evaluated Pampcid as a COVID cure, but not HCQ. Some say the Pampcid study was designed to fail to clear the way for emergency authorization of the mRNA vaccine.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 22, 2022
Replying to @lalawlario @UndrtkrPatriot and @laralogan
Look at how close Malone is to the breakouts of Corona and Zika. He is the key guy producing the casus belli for mRNA vaccines.

Well, let's set aside these lies for a moment and look at his cohorts. Jon Wolff is another demon geneticist who received his undergraduate education at the spooky Cornell University and earned his MD from Johns Hopkins University. He also founded the biotech company Mirus Bio. Mirus "focused on developing and manufacturing of fine organic chemicals and drug substances."

Alchem comes from the word "alchemy":
- the discovery of a universal cure for disease,
- the discovery of a means of indefinitely prolonging life
- a power or process that changes or transforms something in a mysterious or impressive way

Eurofarm is a Brazilian owned multinational Pharmaceutical company. On this page:
we can see them pimping the flu vaccine.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022
Replying to @craz_tom @bakancs and @Stevie1354
Alchem nano-nicotine is Malone's vape vector I believe.
No, both Callahan and **Malone** knew Pепcid was an off the shelf remedy that Trump would try. Malone said it cured him just to lure Trump away from HCQ and Ivermectin. Callahan was going to run point on the “planned to fail” Pепcid study, but Malone took it over at Alchem to hide MC.

---

These are Malone’s vape partners from HIS web page. I could care less about Malone. I am exposing the program.
Alchem with one L is Malone's partner. Alchem moved an oil field and water system stop leak solution and repurposed it for medical called Alchem. I am sitting between the two offices right now in Gainesville.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022

Replying to @BSP30271924 and @Stevie1354

Look at Malone’s Alchem. Here are his vape partners.

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022

Replying to @Misinfarmed

No, Alchem is. Malone is just a spokesman like Ronald Reagan was for GE.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022

I am not saying there isn't vaccine injury and death. I am just talking about #DiedSuddenly clots. If there are NanoBeads in the vax, great. If there are NanoBeads in the vapes, great. I have Malone putting Nano in the vapes. Somebody else can prove the NanoBeads in the vax.

Conventional Coagulants in Arsenic(V) Removal

Maehong Fan, Robert C. Brown, Shin Wu Sung, Chin-Pao Huang, Say K. Ong and J. (Hans) van Leeuwen

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022

Replying to @jimroy

Malone's vape partners - Alchem.
I am not saying there isn't vaccine injury and death. I am just talking about #DiedSuddenly clots. If there are NanoBeads in the vax, great. If there are NanoBeads in the vape, great. I have Malone putting Nano in the vapes. Somebody else can prove the NanoBeads in the vax.

Just to clarify, we had whistleblowers at DTRA saying the US State Dept PREDICT and DARPA people were in China in September of 2019 in Wuhan. We didn’t know it was Michael Callahan in March 2020. We knew DTRA spun up countermeasures in 2019, but we didn’t know that was Malone.
Remember, over a year ago, we showed Dr. Malone doing an artificial nicotine that would show up in Leidos scanners. Here is Malone's partner page with Alchem, Leidos, and VapoBar.

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV
NanoFuse creates calcium hydroxy compound similar to the fibrinogen type clots in the #DiedSuddenly documentary. We tracked the Ukrainians doing nanoparticles working for Robert Malone at Alchem over a year ago.

synthetic fiber-based bioactive glass plus demineralized bone matrix (DBM) used for regenerative bone formation, promoting fusion and bone healing. NanoFuse years. Dr. Talton has developed multiple clinical-stage products as well as NanoFuse® DBM, a sterile, FDA-cleared (K062459) easy-to-reconstitute bone graft. Leading multiple successful government...
Almost two years later, see how right the Potomac Group turned out to be on Corona Origins when everyone was saying "Wet Market". No one was saying two CIA/DTRA guys lurking around Wuhan Military Games. But we were right about Callahan and Malone. Always at virus breakouts.
**Connie Bevan** @realConnieBevan · Dec 14, 2022
George, why can't the blood clots be caused by both the vaping and the vaccine? Why either, or?

**George Webb - Investigative J...** @RealGeorge... · Dec 14, 2022
Yes, but look at frequency. 100 to 150 vape hits a day. One shot every three months.

**BossLadyPepe** @PepeBossLady · Dec 14, 2022
Are you suggesting they are seeding vape products?

**George Webb - Investigative J...** @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022
Only for certain test areas, usually military base PXes. See the EVALI outbreak in July 2019.
I think I found the Phillip Morris aerosolizing “8-ball” in Eindhoven. (Just kidding, it just is about the same size as the Ft Detrick “eight ball”. Did Dr ARDS work at Ft Detrick? Or Phillip Morris? Because Phillip Morris had all sorts of excuses for cancer until the SG Report.
dreamdemolitionfacto @dreamdemolition · Apr 16, 2022
If we have nicotine receptors in our brain, does that mean we need nicotine?

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Apr 15, 2022
I am not saying every cig or vape is tainted. If you stay away from Javed Starco stores and Malone’s Vapor Bar, you have a good chance. But Dr ARDS is just giving you the end slice of bread in the loaf.

This Tweet was deleted by the Tweet author. Learn more

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Apr 15, 2022
both
yep. and the vape guy.

Are you suggesting they are seeding vape products?

Only for certain test areas, usually military base PXes. See the EVALI outbreak in July 2019.

Look at Bob Malone's Ukrainian scientists playing with MERS to screw with your immunity before you believe the clot report that is coming out.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Apr 15, 2022
Vape is more common than snake bite. So are cigs. Are we sure nicotine doesn’t affect the nicotinic receptors? Dr ARDS has one very rare solution with snake oil. But DARPA and Dr Malone put their money into vape. We have been following “Sticky vape” since Tahir Javed on 2017.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 22, 2022
Skunkworks aircraft also has Q level clearance. Did Robert Malone reuse the Q Clearances here for computing the RBDs of the Spike Protein?

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 14, 2022
Florida Surgeon General taps the University of Florida for #DiedSuddenly clot study. We have seen this before at U of F with Robert MALONE’s Ukrainian’s at Allchem. Inhale-able vaccines and coagulants.
You and Malone are in a neck-and-neck hypocrisy battle. Did you guys yuck it up about fleecing all the Red State widows from Remdesivir deaths at the Atlanta Conference? I notice your "COVID Litigation Tour" is only marketing to MAGA folks.

Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Michael Callahan, Ex-CIA Business Partner Darrell Galloway, and disgraced former head of Ft. Detrick biolab, Sina Bavari. Malone has taken to retweeting a New York film maker who has accused George Webb and his brother on "leaving open the Federal Bridge" electronic interchange that allowed 9/11 to happen. This New York film maker actively worked with David Hawkins, a Canadian from Vancouver BC, to have the survivors of the 9/11 trajegy to exact reprisals on Webb and his family. An ex-State Department employee from Norfolk, Virginia came to Webb's remote Maryland island, then threatened to "Waco, Jonestown, and flamethrower" Webb's family. Robert Malone Retweeting this film maker's outrageous claims puts Webb's family in continual jeopardy. Robert Malone should compensate Webb for the reckless and vicious attack on Webb's character and the safety of his family.
Robert Malone has become unshirked from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Michael Callahan, Ex-CIA Business Partner Darrell Galloway, and disgraced former head of Ft. Detrick biolab, Sina Bavari. Malone has taken to retweeting a New York film maker who has accused George Webb and his brother on “leaving open the Federal Bridge” electronic interchange that allowed 9/11 to happen. This New York film maker actively worked with David Hawkins, a Canadian from Vancouver BC, to have the survivors of the 9/11 tragedy to exact replets on Webb and his family. An ex-State Department employee from Norfolk, Virginia came to Webb’s remote Maryland island, then threatened to “Waco, Jonestown, and Flamethrower” Webb’s family.

Robert Malone Retweeting this film maker’s outrageous claims puts Webb’s family in continual jeopardy. Robert Malone should compensate Webb for the reckless and vicious attack on Webb’s character and the safety of his family.

Read Less
Bob Malone would certainly be involved in either the collection of samples or the testing of anthrax samples from the crash site of Flight 93 in Shanksville, PA as the head of the Winber Research Institute lab at the Henry M. Jackson for the study of
I was only trying to do my job as a reporter and ask questions about the most important story of our lifetimes. Robert Malone and DOMANE are a crucial part of that story. Heaping public contempt on me for asking legitimate questions about how billions of dollars in public money was spent is not “stalking”. I have only gone to one public event where Malone was one of many speakers, and I completed a detailed request for a press pass which was granted. That press pass was revoked by Bob Malone himself when I arrived at the event. Characterizing me as a “stalker” trying to “crash the event” heaps public ridicule and scorn upon me for just simply asking questions about the DOMANE Defense Threat Reduction Agency program. This is Defamation, and it casts me as a reporter in the completely False Light of being a “stalker”.

called Discovery of Medical Countermeasures Against Novel Entities (DOMANE) to address novel and emerging threats,” stated Dr. David Hone, Chief Scientist within the Vaccines and Therapeutics Division at DTRA. “Based on previous work, we decided DOMANE would not only focus on FDA-approved drugs but also combination therapeutics, as we believe
Now Malone seems to remember his HIV vaccine work with VAXGEN after we refreshed his memory.

I am saying Malone is telling the truth because he knows it's a low intensity bioweapon.

Task Force's whistleblowers we're right about DTRA at Ft Belvoir. It was a virus vaccine game, and Malone was in the middle of it.

Looks like DIA disinfo at first blush to steer away from the Bavari-Malone connection. Put on hold until you can get sequence info. Ask DIA for sequence info. Until then, all eyes on Bavari-Malone. I have seen these Bannon rodeo clown moves before.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 10, 2021
Kulacz Bombshell - Malone Hawked Redfield and Birx Criminal HIV
Vaccine at WHO - Redfield Birx Malone in a tree, testing vaccines for HIV,
giving love to... youtube.com/shorts/Mevy8aa... via @YouTube

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Aug 29, 2021
Replying to @david42762383
I am not saying Malone's trial cause the Corona Vape outbreaks in the
Summer of 2019. But testing of a Corona Vape type products could have
led to the deaths.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Nov 29, 2021
Replying to @PantsdeF @wildmanabides and 7 others
Check out Mark Kulacz's series on Malone. Housatonicits on youtube.
Malone got a lot of Tobacco money to develop vaping solutions for
vaccines and therapeutics that he doesn't talk about.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 13, 2021
Replying to @jcf527 @dr cottrell and 5 others
I have seen this Pfizer had a covid dog vax in 2001 about five times. Why
not focus on DARPA, DTRA, and Dr Malone right now?

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 3, 2021
Replying to @FrequencyEsc
Now Malone seems to remember his HIV vaccine work with VAXGEN after
we refreshed his memory.
Dr Malone's Alchem appears to get the DoD contracts for new bioagents. SynQuest appears to be the proof of concept manufacturer. $9B spent here by DTRA.
George Webb - Investigative Journal

Malone won’t talk about Alchem. Doesn’t pepsin cleave antibodies? Why didn’t he evaluate HCQ at Alchem? Why not IVM? He evaluated both before that positively.

George Webb - Investigative Journal

If you don’t get to how the Live Exercises are done, we lose. Malone was an integral part of the last one.

George Webb - Investigative Journal

No, communications with Callahan on Wuhan in September 2019. I never said Malone was at Event 201. You are the liar.

George Webb - Investigative Journal

Even it wasn’t the key to everything, I wouldn’t mention it. The fact Malone hides it is further indication of how pivotal it is.

George Webb - Investigative Journal

Yep, Callahan was the man in Koltsovo. Malone maintained the horse farm. open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 1
Replying to @maxpmex
I think this Live Exercise is to promote the Malone DTRA vapes. We shall see.

George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 13
Replying to @D_Man_Loves_You
Well, the March 2020 taped interview with CNN has already been submitted in a court of law, so Malone copied me.

George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 4
Replying to @wickedfairysad and @Seaside13R
Agreed. Again, why didn’t Dr. Malone evaluate HCQ at Alchem?

George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 17
Replying to @PLJinNewWest1 and @PAlexanderPhD
Alexander is an HHS insider who pushed Warp Speed. Another Warp Speeder trying to piggyback on people who did the research work on Malone.

George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Dec 31, 2022
Replying to @MaureenSchilde1 and @BlackTomThePyr8
Yes, but in his book, Malone says he was a champion of both HCQ and IVT as early as 2014. Why didn’t he trial these at Alchem?

George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jan 2
Replying to @sandrala46 @markary77 and @RWMaloneMD
Malone won’t talk about Alchem. Doesn’t pepsin cleave antibodies? Why didn’t he evaluate HCQ at Alchem? Why not IVM? He evaluated both before that positively.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... Jan 17

Replying to @RobJamesMcKenna and @FieldWhistle

At the key moment when Bob Malone could have evaluated HCQ, he went for Pepcid AC.

Robert Malone speaks during a rally after a D.C. march opposing coronavirus mandates on Jan. 23. (Tom Brenner/Reuters)

He turned to ranitidine, the main ingredient in the over-the-counter heartburn medicine Pepcid, as a treatment. Malone, who at the time was the chief medical officer for the Florida-based pharmaceutical company Alchem Laboratories, took to his LinkedIn page to report how he had figured out the appropriate dose and became "the first to take the drug to treat my own case."

The Trump administration funded a $21 million study of famotidine in April 2020 that was to be done by Alchem and Northwell Health, a New York health-care provider, despite a lack of data or

George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... Jan 10

Replying to @jude99 and @RWMaloneMD

Gawande's group tilted toward "mental health" to address Dr. Malone's "mass psychosis formation" condition. I believe the "think tank" got the results they wanted, and then they disbanded. Basically, if you believe the COVID situation was contrived, you are mentally ill.

venture

by Cheryl Clark, Contributing Writer, MedPage Today
February 19, 2021
Last Updated May 12, 2021

When they made their bold announcement in mid 2018, three corporate powerhouses -- Berkshire Hathaway, Amazon, and JP Morgan Chase -- were going to revolutionize the healthcare delivery system. They would lower costs and improve quality and overall outcomes for their 150,000 workers.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... 🔄 @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 17

He didn’t evaluate HCQ when he knew it worked. He evaluated Pepcid AC instead which failed miserably, opening the door for emergency authorization of mRNA vaccines.

Harry Berbely 🎨 @HarryBerbely · Jan 17

So can anyone tell me how Dr. Malone is part of any coverups? I’m seeing him telling people about how much response to the C19 is bad medicine.

George Webb - Investigative Journal... 🔄 @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 19

Yes, Malone used the Corona hysteria to focus everyone on Pepcid AC when he knew HCQ and IVT worked from his previous studies. The Pepcid AC bait and switch was critical for mRNA to get emergency use authorization.
George Webb - Investigative Journ... @RealGeorgeWe... · Jan 17
I asked why he didn’t evaluate HCQ. But come to think of it, Bob did give the stamp of approval for Remdesivir.
So why didn’t Dr. Robert Malone of Alchem evaluate HCQ when Zhengli at Wuhan Institute of Virology was saying it was effective on Feb 4th, 2020? Source - Housatonic Live on YouTube.

Explosive Remdesivir Timeline!
Was Zhengli Shi China’s Ace Double-Agent?
(USA Kills Own)

Cell Research

Published: 05 February 2020

Remdesivir and chloroquine effectively inhibit the recently emerged novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in vitro

Cell Research

Oh gee, who had a paper out about how COVID19 caused ADE with the FC receptor before COVID was even sequenced? - Bob Malone.
Is ADE in the next Live Exercise? Antibody Dependent Enhancement is the unexpected secondary method for Corona to infect the cell - the FC pathway. FC/ADE just happens to be the core of Bob Malone’s work at Vical and at Alchem. Follow the metadata to the next Live Exercise.

So why didn’t Dr. Robert Malone of Alchem evaluate HCQ when Zhengli at Wuhan Institute of Virology was saying it was effective on Feb 4th, 2020? Source - Housatonic Live on YouTube.
George Webb - Investigative Jo...  @RealGeorge...  · Sep 2, 2021  
Replying to @Nabula74046794 and @leytedriver
I am saying Malone is telling the truth because he knows it's a low intensity bioweapon.

George Webb - Investigative Jo...  @RealGeorge...  · Aug 26, 2021  
Replying to @Preciou20225606
Task Force's whistleblowers we're right about DTRA at Ft Belvoir. It was a virus vaccine game, and Malone was in the middle of it.

George Webb - Investigative Jo...  @RealGeorge...  · Aug 29, 2021  
Replying to @HaveYouFoundOu1 @dr_cottrell and @BusinessInsider
Looks like DIA disinfo at first blush to steer away from the Bavari-Malone connection. Put on hold until you can get sequence info. Ask DIA for sequence info. Until then, all eyes on Bavari-Malone. I have seen these Bannon rodeo clown moves before.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 7, 2021
We said **Malone** was collaborating with WHO back in 2011. Rebel? Not! Truth to power? Hardly! He was talking about using insects to make human vaccines! [youtube.com/shorts/TQbq5sx...](https://youtube.com/shorts/TQbq5sx...)

Show this thread

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Aug 28, 2021
Malone and Bavari Partners in Zika. The DTRA Z Society and the Corona Br... [yout.be/wc-z-Opkcl](https://yout.be/wc-z-Opkcl) via @YouTube

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 9, 2021
**Malone** MicroGeneSys - Protein Science may hold key of HIV weaponization. The Yellow Rain Katz connection: Volvovitz, Fauci, MicroGeneSys, Red Cro... [yout.be/0V4zmO6CcW0](https://yout.be/0V4zmO6CcW0) via @YouTube

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Sep 10, 2021
**Kulacz Bombshell** - **Malone** Hawked Redfield and Birx Criminal HIV Vaccine at WHO - Redfield Birx **Malone** in a tree, testing vaccines for HIV, giving love to... [youtube.com/shorts/Mevy8aa...](https://youtube.com/shorts/Mevy8aa...) via @YouTube

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Aug 29, 2021
Replying to @david42762383
I am not saying **Malone**'s trial cause the Corona Vape outbreaks in the Summer of 2019. But testing of a Corona Vape type products could have led to the deaths.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Nov 29, 2021
Replying to @PantsdeF @wildmanabides and 7 others
Check out Mark Kulacz's series on **Malone**. Housatonicits on youtube.
Are we sure Dr Robert Malone's wife didn't do CBD Vape studies? Wasn't Dr Robert Malone doing Vape Gene Therapy with viruses for Big Tobacco? Isn't that what Javed was doing with his vape products at Richland Hospitals?

Comparison of Oral and Inhaled CBD Acute Anxiety Efficacy in Chronic SAD

January 2016
Authors:
Jill Glasspool Malone
RW Malone MD, LLC

To read the full-text of this research, you can request a copy directly from the author.

Dr Malone's Alchem appears to get the DoD contracts for new bioagents. SynQuest appears to be the proof of concept manufacturer. $9B spent here by DTRA.
Here is Dr Robert Malone giving a talk to the WHO about DTRA battlefield vaccines, but he doesn't know Virginia Benassi who gets all the vaccine bids? Bannon was the give away.

Ensuring Alignment and Sustainability
An invited talk at the World Health Organization that I gave in 2011. And no, they did not think I was a crazy outlier then either. Just now. Truth to power
https://t.co/0yXP1Q36fT

Dr Malone speaks “truth to power” on Steve Bannon’s show - but the love him at Ft Detrick and Ft Belvoir.
Was Alchem the lab in the USA Today article that leaked to bioagents?

You're talking about something that has the ability to take off and we could not be confident of being able to contain it.

David Relman, microbiology professor at Stanford

The country's best labs have robust safety programs, said Kenneth Bormen, co-chair of a panel of outside lab safety experts convened to oversee a lab that lost control of a deadly virus.

The inspector general's office, citing regulations stemming from the 2002 bioterrorism law, redacted the names of these labs, as well as all other labs receiving fines, in documents it provided to USA TODAY.

Ft Detrick and Ft Belvoir are partners. USAMRIID and CBRN

Activity (USAMRAA) / Department of Defense (DoD)
- U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
- Dr. Marguerite Fischer-Bosch Institute of Clinical Pharmacology (ICP)
- Atossa Genetics Inc. (NASDAQ: ATOS)
- Nanopharmaceuticals, Inc.
- Nelson Laboratories
- Northwell Health
- Pace Analytical Labs
- Praxis Bioresearch, LLC
- Southern Research

Dr Malone got $9 Billion for these guys - both clinical trials and manufacturing.
Dr Robert Malone's Alchem seems to be working on a synthetic nicotine for gene therapy. Hence the Alchem connection to The Vapor Bar. If cytofectins were laced in the PEG vape loads, you could theoretically vector anything. Wife is connected to CBD Vape study Aug 2016.

Dr Malone's Alchem lab in Alachua, Florida is in a remote location, but right next to the University of Florida "bio innovate lab". Also an Indian mining metals company with same name.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... Sep 4, 2021

All eyes on Dr Robert Malone's business partners now. How could Malone not know Virginia Benassi after shepherding an Ebola vaccine through the WHO? All vax bids go to Virginia.

Ira Longini and WHO team lead breakthrough Ebola vaccine trial

Silver Spring, Maryland, United States

500+ connections

@ Message

About

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... Aug 27, 2021

Dr Callahan and Dr Malone were buddies for Zika mRNA in 2016, just like Corona in China. DARPA man in the summer of 2019 was Callahan. A odd guy to consider a mRNA "whistleblower", more like profiteer.

The World Health Organization has asked Robert W Malone, MD, MS to join a consultation/round panel to help find research and development for the Zika Virus outbreak.

Callahan, Jill Glasspool-Malone, Robert Malone

Zika virus (ZIKV), a mosquito-vectored flavivirus, was first isolated in 1947 from a sentinel research monkey caged in the Zika forest canopy within Uganda [1,2]. Soon after
Interesting Netherlands vaping and CBD link to Malone.

There seem to be many people with the surname Malone associated with Leiden. Arno Hazekamp conducted a research group at The University Of Leiden, where he was doing some pioneering work on CBD and THC and analogues, and in particular aerosolized mixtures.

15 Jul 2018 — Medicinal Cannabis® is the brainchild of Dr. Arno Hazekamp. “From Erasmus to cannabis: a historical review of innovation in the...

Meet the Experts: Interview with Arno Hazekamp - Fundación...

Dr. Arno Hazekamp (1976) studied molecular biology (Bachelor degree) and... Does oil really cure cancer.

Task Force was right about bioweapons in Newark, Delaware. And there is Fraunhofer and Michael Callahan of DARPA too - the best buddy of Dr Robert Malone. Deep Duisburg vindicated as well.
Check out Dr Robert Malone’s Alchem vectoring prions across the BBB!

MicroRNA-146a-5p, Neurotropic Viral Infection and Prion Disease (PrD)

by Aileen I. Pogue and Walter J. Lukiw
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Dr Robert Malone’s Alchem doing virion’s that cross the blood brain barrier. Hmmm. More “gene therapy”?

microRNA-146a-5p, Neurotropic Viral Infection and Prion Disease (PrD)

by Aileen I. Pogue 1 and Walter J. Lukiw 2,3,4,*

1 Alchem Biotech, Toronto, ON M5S 1A8, Canada
2 LSU Neuroscience Center, Louisiana State University Health Science Center, New Orleans, LA 70112, USA
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4 Department of Neurology, Louisiana State University Health Science Center, New Orleans, LA 70112, USA
* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Did Dr Robert Malone's partner companies do the Corona Vape tests that results in the CoronaVape deaths of the Summer of 2019? We don't know. But his wife was interested in a CBD Vape trial in March 2016.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Oct 24, 2021
On the vaping trail of CoronaVirus - looking for Convenience Store Kenneth near Dulles Airport. Is Corona just warmed over Gulf War Syndrome? Same smoking method to test new bioagents and vaccines. Let’s ask Dr DARPA Malone.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 11, 2021
Is the Fauci Fast Track the same as Michael Callahan and Robert Malone’s DTRA DARPA Fast Track for Remdesivir? I say no, and that’s maybe why they are hanging Fauci out to dry.
Graphene oxide touches blood: in vivo interactions of bio-coronated 2D materials

Abstract
Graphene oxide is the hot topic in biomedical and pharmaceutical research of the current decade. However, its complex interactions with human blood components complicate the transition from the

Malone looks like he is into drug deliver with protein coronas with nanoparticles. Now we are getting somewhere.
Looking hard at BICORONATED graphene oxide - BiCoGO. Bicoronated Graphene Oxide (pizza shape) cuts red and white blood cells (possibly platelets too) and creates clots. Isn’t that what Malone’s mRNA “vaccines” do?

Graphene oxide touches blood: in vivo interactions of biocoronated 2D materials

Abstract
Graphene oxide is the hot topic in biomedical and pharmaceutical research of the current decade. However, its complex interactions with human blood components...
Are we sure I made up the Fc backdoor to cripple your immunity?

The role of IgG Fc receptors in antibody-dependent enhancement

Stylianos Bournazos, Aaron Gupta & Jeffrey V. Ravetch

Nature Reviews Immunology 20, 633–643 (2020) | Cite this article

Abstract

Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) in the context of poorly neutralizing and waning immunity have renewed interest in the phenomenon of antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE). This property of antibodies attributes enhanced disease pathogenesis in specific instances of viral infection to the presence of sub-neutralizing titres of antiviral host antibodies. In cases of ADE, rather than contributing to antiviral immunity, pre-existing antibodies facilitate viral entry and subsequent infection of host cells, leading to both increased viral load and more severe disease.

You can't make this up. Alchem is introducing a backdoor to HIV with the Fc pathway. Same as in MERS.

variable S domains may enable an alternative infection pathway via Fc receptor-mediated uptake. This may be a gating event of the immune response dysregulation observed in more severe COVID-19 disease. Prior studies involving vaccine candidates for FCoV5,6 SARS-CoV-17-10 and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) 11

He says he got a call on Jan. 4 from a fellow American doctor working in China, Michael Callahan, who told him about the new virus causing severe respiratory illness. Malone then ran the virus's genetic sequence through computer models designed to find already-approved
You won’t believe this Dr Robert Malone - Alchem story in Gainesville, Florida. We take you there.
Watch out for Annie De Groot at EpiVax. Big Malone cohort. He worked with her at Atheric. Dutch NATO is driving this. Or Dutch Intel. Or just call it Kissinger.

How computational immunology changed the face of COVID-19 vaccine development

When Chinese officials posted the sequence of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 on 10 January 2020, it triggered a race. This gave immunologists a newfound urgency for addressing the deadly pandemic, as well as a starting point for developing their models, according to Annie De Groot, chief executive officer and founder of the computational immunology company EpiVax in Providence, Rhode Island.
Look for Dr Robert “DARPA” Malone AI generated “novel” bioagents and vaccines to start hitting the market. Looking hard at COVAX and RelCovax.
Callahan is not a public figure. **Malone** is the front man, and he does a lot of social media. Do you think he wants to get caught covering up Callahan in Wuhan in September? He will spill in less than ten days.

---

Dr. Robert **Malone**, were you the Chief Medical Officer at Alchem? Can you list all your DARPA and DTRA contracts there?

---

I think you may want to look into Alchem more and the DARPA and DTRA grants there for synthetic nicotine and **Malone**'s partnership with VaporBar and Leidos.

---

We need to keep watching **Malone**'s Synquest and Alchem.

---

First, let's establish the fact that Dr. Robert **Malone** was the Chief Medical Officer for Alchem when they fizzled the Pepcid study in 2020.

---

nwaonline.com

**Study of Pepcid as virus remedy stalls after $21M**

A nearly $21 million government-funded study to see if a popular, over-the-counter heartburn...
George Webb - Investigative Journalist • @RealGeorge29409140 • Dec 8, 2022
Replying to @mkitcowt
I have two books out there on Task Force's prediction that JSOC can simulate a pandemic with vape. Huff was at Juul, and Malone worked with Vapor Bar distribution.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist • @RealGeorge29409140 • May 23, 2022
Replying to @ezra_reis
Malone never talks about his partners - VaporBar, Tobacco Institute, and Leidos. Lung imaging connections.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist • @RealGeorge29409140 • Jul 29, 2022
Replying to @zebulon75018 @ouestmoncyce and 2 others
Google Malone and Leidos. Or Vapor Bar.

George Webb - Investigative Journalist • @RealGeorge29409140 • Dec 30, 2022
Replying to @theonlinemba
Why not ask Bob Malone if he was the Chief Medical Office at Alchem?

George Webb - Investigative Journalist • @RealGeorge29409140 • Dec 22, 2022
Replying to @UndrtrkrPatriot @lalawlarliao and @laralogan
Understood. I followed Malone's Zika trail to Brazil. I was ready to pounce a week ago if DTRA Live Exercised there. The DTRA move seems to be World Cup in Qatar, so it looks like I guessed wrong on Zika. Bird flu did pop in Peru however.
But if you back a hoax, it is not going to look good. The clots are going to be NanoFuse like material from Alchem. Malone's partner page that he hides now tells the whole story.

I believe he referring to Dr Robert Malone's time as Chief Medical officer at Alchem. Alchem evaluated Pecpid as a COVID cure, but not HCQ. Some say the Pecpid study was designed to fail to clear the way for emergency authorization of the mRNA vaccine.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorg... · Dec 22, 2022

Replying to @lalawlario @UndrtrkPatriot and @laralogan

Look at how close Malone is to the breakouts of Corona and Zika. He is the key guy producing the casus belli for mRNA vaccines.

Well, let's set aside these lies for a moment and look at his cohorts. Jon Wolff is another demon geneticist who received his undergraduate education at the spooky Cornell University and earned his MD from Johns Hopkins University. He also founded the biotech company Mirus Bio. Mirus “focused on developing

He was also a member of the scientific advisory board of EpiVax. EpiVax holds the exclusive license to the EpiMatrix vaccine design technology. From his LinkedIn Page, we learn that from March 2010 - April 2013, Robert Malone worked for Beardsworth as the Medical Director of Vaccines.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022

Replying to @craz_tom @bakanacs and @Stevie1354

Alchem nano-nicotine is Malone's vape vector I believe.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... 🔄 @RealGeorge... · Dec 23, 2022
Replying to @realConnieBevan
No, both Callahan and Malone knew Pepcid was an off the shelf remedy that Trump would try. Malone said it cured him just to lure Trump away from HCQ and Ivermectin. Callahan was going to run point on the "planned to fail" Pepcid study, but Malone took it over at Alchem to hide MC

George Webb - Investigative Jo... 🔄 @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022
Replying to @waynejay1111 and @jimroy
These are Malone's vape partners from HIS web page. I could care less about Malone. I am exposing the program.
Alchem with one L is Malone's partner. Alchem moved an oil field and water system stop leak solution and repurposed it for medical called Alchem. I am sitting between the two offices right now in Gainesville.
Look at Malone's Alchem. Here are his vape partners.

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV

No, Alchem is. Malone is just a spokesman like Ronald Reagan was for GE.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022

I am not saying there isn’t vaccine injury and death. I am just talking about #DiedSuddenly clots. If there are NanoBeads in the vax, great. If there are NanoBeads in the vape, great. I have Malone putting Nano in the vapes. Somebody else can prove the NanoBeads in the vax.

Conventional Coagulants in Arsenic(V) Removal

Maehong Fan, Robert C. Brown, Shin Wu Sung, Chin-Pao Huang, Say K. Ong and J. (Hans) van Leeuwen

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022

Replying to @jimroy

Malone’s vape partners - Alchem.

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV

Dedicated to excellence in custom synthesis

Nicotine Unlimiter
I am not saying there isn't vaccine injury and death. I am just talking about #DiedSuddenly clots. If there are NanoBeads in the vax, great. If there are NanoBeads in the vape, great. I have Malone putting Nano in the vapes. Somebody else can prove the NanoBeads in the vax.

Conventional Coagulants in Arsenic(V) Removal

Maohong Fan, Robert C. Brown, Shin Wu Sung, Chin-Pao Huang, Say K. Ong and J. (Hans) van Leeuwen

Just to clarify, we had whistleblowers at DTRA saying the US State Dept PREDICT and DARPA people were in China in September of 2019 in Wuhan. We didn’t know it was Michael Callahan in March 2020. We knew DTRA spun up countermeasures in 2019, but we didn’t know that was Malone.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022

Remember, over a year ago, we showed Dr. Malone doing an artificial nicotine that would show up in Leidos scanners. Here is Malone's partner page with Alchem, Leidos, and VapoBar.

Medical Countermeasures Analysis of 2019-nCoV
NanoFuse creates calcium hydroxy compound similar to the fibrinogen type clots in the #DiedSuddenly documentary. We tracked the Ukrainians doing nanoparticles working for Robert Malone at Alchem over a year ago.

synthetic fiber-based bioactive glass plus demineralized bone matrix (DBM) used for regenerative bone formation, promoting fusion and bone healing. NanoFUSE years. Dr. Talton has developed multiple clinical-stage products as well as NanoFUSE® DBM, a sterile, FDA-cleared (K062459) easy-to-reconstitute bone graft. Leading multiple successful government
Almost two years later, see how right the Potomac Group turned out to be on Corona Origins when everyone was saying "Wet Market". No one was saying two CIA/DTRA guys lurking around Wuhan Military Games. But we were right about Callahan and Malone. Always at virus breakouts.
Connie Bevan @realConnieBevan · Dec 14, 2022
George, why can't the blood clots be caused by both the vaping and the vaccine? Why either, or?

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 14, 2022
Yes, but look at frequency. 100 to 150 vape hits a day. One shot every three months.

BossLadyPepe @PepeBosslady · Dec 14, 2022
Are you suggesting they are seeding vape products?

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022
Only for certain test areas, usually military base PXes. See the EVALI outbreak in July 2019.
I think I found the Phillip Morris aerosolizing “8-ball” in Eindhoven. (Just kidding, it just is about the same size as the Ft Detrick “eight ball”). Did Dr ARDS work at Ft Detrick? Or Phillip Morris? Because Phillip Morris had all sorts of excuses for cancer until the SG Report.
dreamdemolitionfacto @dreamdemolition · Apr 16, 2022
If we have nicotine receptors in our brain, does that mean we need nicotine?

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Apr 15, 2022
I am not saying every cig or vape is tainted. If you stay away from Javed Starco stores and Malone’s Vapor Bar, you have a good chance. But Dr ARDS is just giving you the end slice of bread in the loaf.

This Tweet was deleted by the Tweet author. Learn more

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Apr 15, 2022
both

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Apr 15, 2022
I am not saying every cig or vape is tainted. If you stay away from Javed Starco stores and Malone’s Vapor Bar, you have a good chance. But Dr ARDS is just giving you the end slice of bread in the loaf.
George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022
yep. and the vape guy.

BossLadyPepe @PepeBosslad y · Dec 14, 2022
Are you suggesting they are seeding vape products?

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 15, 2022
Only for certain test areas, usually military base PXes. See the EVALI outbreak in July 2019.

George Webb - Investigative Jo... @RealGeorge... · Dec 14, 2022
Look at Bob Malone's Ukrainian scientists playing with MERS to screw with your immunity before you believe the clot report that is coming out.

Malone’s Allchem Uke Scientists Open Up Your Immune Pathway Called FC Pathway To Create Autoimmune Dependent Enhancement
Vape is more common than snake bite. So are cigs. Are we sure nicotine doesn’t affect the nicotinic receptors? Dr ARDS has one very rare solution with snake oil. But DARPA and Dr Malone put their money into vape. We have been following “Sticky vape” since Tahir Javed on 2017.

Skunkworks aircraft also has Q level clearance. Did Robert Malone reuse the Q Clearances here for computing the RBDs of the Spike Protein?

Florida Surgeon General taps the University of Florida for DiedSuddenly clot study. We have seen this before at U of F with Robert MALONE’s Ukrainian’s at Allchem. Inhale-able vaccines and coagulants.
George Webb - Investigative J... @RealGeorgeWe... · Mar 31
Replied to @TrevorFitzgibb1
You and Malone are in a neck-and-neck hypocrisy battle. Did you guys yuck it up about fleecing all the Red State widows from Remdesivir deaths at the Atlanta Conference? I notice your "COVID Litigation Tour" is only marketing to MAGA folks.

Founder of PR Firm Shut Down Over Sexual Harassment Allegations Launches Project to Protect Women at Work
By Anna Merlan · Published May 17, 2017 · Comments (31)

Trevor FitzGibbon, one of the founders of FitzGibbon Media, a major progressive PR firm which shut down in December 2015 amidst allegations of sexual harassment and assault against him, has co-launched a new venture aimed at—get this—creating "a culture where women can flourish both in and out of the workplace." With the U.S. Attorney in Washington D.C. declining to press criminal charges against him, FitzGibbon has now declared himself "cleared," and apparently, an appropriate choice to lead this initiative, called Dignity for Our Daughters.

Before it shuttered, FitzGibbon Media represented a powerhouse of progressive and leftist organizations, including MoveOn.org, NARAL, the AFL-CIO, and Wikileaks. The firm also issued statements from Chelsea Manning and helped her tweet from prison. The allegations against Trevor FitzGibbon ranged from sexual harassment to outright sexual assault; in statements to the media, staffers described six separate incidents of sexual harassment against as many women and two allegations of assault.

Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Michael Callahan, Ex-CIA Business Partner Darrell Galloway, and disgraced former head of Ft. Detrick biolab, Sina Bavari. Malone has taken to retweeting a New York film maker who has accused George Webb and his brother on "leaving open the Federal Bridge" electronic interchange that allowed 9/11 to happen. This New York film maker actively worked with David Hawkins, a Canadian from Vancouver BC, to have the survivors of the 9/11 tragedy to exact reprisals on Webb and his family. An ex-State Department employee from Norfolk, Virginia came to Webb's remote Maryland island, then threatened to "Waco, Jonestown, and flamethrower" Webb's family. Robert Malone Retweeting this film maker's outrageous claims puts Webb's family in continual jeopardy. Robert Malone should compensate Webb for the reckless and vicious attack on Webb's character and the safety of his family.
Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Michael Callahan, Ex-CIA Business Partner Darrell Galloway, and disgraced former head of Ft. Detrick biolab, Sina Bavari. Malone has taken to retweeting a New York film maker who has accused George Webb and his brother on “leaving open the Federal Bridge” electronic interchange that allowed 9/11 to happen. This New York film maker actively worked with David Hawkins, a Canadian from Vancouver BC, to have the survivors of the 9/11 tragedy to exact reprisals on Webb and his family. An ex-State Department employee from Norfolk, Virginia came to Webb’s remote Maryland island, then threatened to “Waco, Jonestown, and Flamethrower” Webb’s family. Robert Malone Retweeting this film maker's outrageous claims puts Webb’s family in continual jeopardy. Robert Malone should compensate Webb for the reckless and vicious attack on Webb’s character and the safety of his family.
Bob Malone would certainly be involved in either the collection of samples or the testing of anthrax samples from the crash site of Flight 93 in Shanksville, PA as the head of the Winber Research Institute lab at the Henry M. Jackson for the study of
I was only trying to do my job as a reporter and ask questions about the most important story of our lifetimes. Robert Malone and DOMANE are a crucial part of that story. Heaping public contempt on me for asking legitimate questions about how billions of dollars in public money was spent is not “stalking”. I have only gone to one public event where Malone was one of many speakers, and I completed a detailed request for a press pass which was granted. That press pass was revoked by Bob Malone himself when I arrived at the event. Characterizing me as a “stalker” trying to “crash the event” heaps public ridicule and scorn upon me for just simply asking questions about the DOMANE Defense Threat Reduction Agency program. This is Defamation, and it casts me as a reporter in the completely False Light of being a “stalker”.

called Discovery of Medical Countermeasures Against Novel Entities (DOMANE) to address novel and emerging threats,” stated Dr. David Hone, Chief Scientist within the Vaccines and Therapeutics Division at DTRA. “Based on previous work, we decided DOMANE would not only focus on FDA-approved drugs but also combination therapeutics, as we believe
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... 24m
Ten 9/11 Questions For Robert Malone.
open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
georgewebb.substack.com
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My comment. Newscasts courtesy Mark Kulacz.

where you were on 9/11, you are to be believed. If you are hiding where you were on 9/11, that’s

Review of Shalala’s visit to Windsor Medical Center in November 2000.

The Congressman that built Bob Malone’s Windber Lab into a DoD mega research facility was Dan Ornish, personal physician to Bill Clinton. You may remember Army Colonel Brenda McDaniel was murdered on her front lawn in Ft. Belvoir, Virginia was the nurse to Hillary Clinton.

1993, when Ornish was asked by Hillary...
Was Dov Zakheim’s Agent at Malone’s Winder Research Institute On 9/11?

2.6K tuned in · May 14 · 2:18:55

You have to wonder - Is Bob Malone’s 2003 co-author for developing computational methods for developing new CoronaViruses, Anne De Groot, has a history with Emma De Witt of the Erasmus Lab and the first person to photograph the CoronaVius at the Rocky Mountain National Lab? Or... Show more
Promoted Tweet

George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeW... - May 15
Ten 9/11 Questions For Robert Malone.
open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...

George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeW... - May 15
Bob has already been caught covering up his DARPA funding in his vaccine company Inovio. He also covered up DARPA's involvement in DOMANE. Our Potomac Group exposed the DARPA ADEPT bid rigging in March 2020.

Regularly citing the 1918 flu pandemic, the DARPA program manager saw how a novel pathogen, whether from another species or an enemy's lab, could cripple the American military in the field.

"If we need to deploy someone in harm's way and it's a new virus, you don't have to develop both vaccines and antibodies, shortening development timelines from years to days before clinical trials, he thought. It also offered a one-size-fits-all approach; in the future, scientists would need only the genetic code of a virus to create a vaccine.

Dan Wattendorf, do you remember four team of DARPA 3D modeling scientists working in a program called DOMANE to repurpose known, safe drugs to stop CoronaVirus? Do you know Bob Malone? Can you describe his involvement with the project.
George Webb - Investigative Journalist

The Northwest Ventilator Study - DOMANE 2
1K tuned in · May 15 · 1:06:40

Play recording

George Webb - Investigative Journalist

Annie Luetkemeyer, do you know Robert Malone?

San Francisco. She specializes in infectious diseases, in particular tuberculosis, human immunodeficiency virus and viral hepatitis. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Luetkemeyer led a clinical trial of remdesivir. She has also researched treatment of COVID-19 as a co-infection with HIV.

Randomized controlled trials to assess the impact of hydroxychloroquine. She is leading a clinical trial of the drug remdesivir. The San Francisco General Hospital SARS-CoV-2 guidelines recommend treatment only if patients are hospitalized or have strong risk factors.

No, I didn't kill my research partner, Bob Malone.

No Bob Malone - I Don't Think I Killed My Research Partner Task Force She Was Looking Into Virus Vaccine Game USAID Predict - DynCorp - DynPort - Leidos

rumble.com
No, I Didn't Kill My Research Partner, Bob Malone. She Was Looking Into Virus Vaccine Game.

Rumsfeld may have used Windber for the weaponized anthrax to Saddam in 1983 for the Iran-Iraq War. Tell me where Tom Ridge and Bob Mueller were at time of the Rumsfeld-Saddam “handshake” in 1983. Scoop Jackson Foundation was formed for the purpose. Also PEPFAR for vaccine. Windber had 38 Ph Ds at the hospital for a town of 4,200. Anthrax from Day One.
I think our hero Anthrax whistleblowers of Windber are going to be the Cassanesses. Maybe we can still find Ruby Cassanesse in Florida? Joseph just died.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWeb... 17h

This Cassanesse guy who has a lot of ties to the Marines and the Joint Chiefs and the Winder Hospital. Task Force talked about “whisper” drug trials at VA Hospitals.

September 11 attacks

On September 11, 2001, during the terrorist attacks on the United States, Shanksville received worldwide attention after United Airlines Flight 93.

Angelo, sister, Josephine Lamb (James); grandchildren, Morgan and Charles Brendan Hall; and great grandchild, Jiya Morales; and nephews Angelo Cassanese, Jr. and Ricky Lamb. George is survived by his loving wife of 64 years, Ruby Jane (Medva), who he married at St Mary’s Hungarian Church. Windber: children George Jr.
Follow the Winber Anthrax Monkey Lab to explain all US wars between Iran-Contra to Ukraine now.
Bob’s Protege, Dan Wattendorf, ran Operation Warp Speed from the Air Force?

Dan Wattendorf: Outpacing Infectious Disease (DARPA “Wait What?”)

1:31 AM · May 16, 2023 · 3,792 Views

45 Retweets 4 Quotes 82 Likes 10 Bookmarks
Bob Malone’s 9/11 Boss - And His Big MI6 Art Haul Of July 2020

Bob Malone’s Boss And The British Spy Connection
The art work going to Bob Malone's boss in July 2020 had to come from somewhere. Amaryllis Fox posed as an art dealer for the CIA.
2017 DynCorp Murder Followed By Three Anthrax Murders In 2020. Metadata points to DynCorp and DynPort.
Three cabins booked for weekend of June 23-25th. Three miles to Flight 93 Memorial.

$199 for three days and two nights. Includes cabin style bed. Common recreation areas. Camaraderie associated with saving the world. Field trips to Flight 93 memorial, Bob Malone Windber Lab, Les Wexner Victoria Secret and Vanity Fair lingerie remembrance tour. RV and tent... Show more
Promoted Tweet

George Webb - Investigative Journalist 🇺🇸 @RealGeorgeWebb1
Replying to @RealGeorgeWebb1

I admit Danny Rothschild is just a guess for who Bob Malone's boss was meeting with on 9/11. But Danny Rothschild is the only guy I would know who had a backdoor into the encrypted Blackberrys given to Muh. Atta. Danny Rothschild is the only guy I know who could know what Atta... Show more
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One Anthrax Test Tube Destroyed Our Constitution

1.3K tuned in · May 19 · 1:36:14

Play recording
Promoted Tweet

George Webb - Investigative Journalist 🟢 @RealGeorgeW... · May 22

One Vial. One Constitution. Was It All Gone With The Windber? My latest substack. open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
George Webb - Investigative Journalist - @RealGeorgeWe... - May 22

We Know Why Bob Malone’s Boss Was Meeting With Mossad On 9/11
2.7K tuned in - May 22 - 1:45:13
▶ Play recording

George Webb - Investigative Journalist - @RealGeorgeWe... - May 22

Gone With The Windber - Part Three
571 tuned in - May 22 - 46:29
▶ Play recording

George Webb - Investigative Journalist - @RealGeorgeWe... - May 22

One Vial. One Constitution. Gone With The Windber? Part Two
1.3K tuned in - May 22 - 1:19:23
▶ Play recording
No Greenwald is picking up the story! Where was Bob? Why was Bob’s boss meeting with Mossad before Flight 93 took off?

The National Academy panel released its findings, and the FBI (though it was entirely unsurprising for them) put it in an article headlined "Expanding Anthrax Letters": "A review of the Federal work..." concludes that the bureau overstated the scientific link between the letter material and [Ivan] Ivins. The report, commissioned by the FBI, concluded that the genetic findings are "consistent" with the idea that the material could "support" an association. The evidence is inconclusive as stated in the DOJ Investigative Report on the "In F.I.B.I. case against Bruce Ivins" -- noted that the Ivins "remained among some scientists and others who believe it possible that Ives contributed to the evidence against Ivins.”

Promoted Tweet

George Webb - Investigative Jour... @RealGeorgeWebb1 · May 23

Our Constitution - Gone With The Windber?

1.8K tuned in · May 23 · 1:04:29
Going live with @RealGeorgeWebb1 at the top of the hour to discuss where you were on 911 on Rumble!

rumble.com
Where Were You on 911?
George Webb joins Peter Duke to discuss the smell of COG
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWebb1
May 24

Video - A New DOMANE for the Pandemic Era - Bob testified he was with this program from Jan 2020 to Nov 2021 here in Federal Court in Orlando.

dvidshub.net/video/785534/

FORT. BELVOIR, VA, UNITED STATES
03.02.2021
Courtesy Video
Defense Threat Reduction Agency's Chemical and Biological Technologies Department

Machine learning expedites the process of discovering medical countermeasures for emerging biological threats like COVID-19. The Defense Threat Reduction Agency's (DTRA) Chemical and Biological Technologies Department, in its role as the Joint Science and Technology Office (JSTO), is developing a system-of-systems called DOMANE - Discovery of MCMs (medical countermeasures) Against Novel Entities - an interdisciplinary effort.
Andy Dybala @LivewithAndy · May 24
Live at 7pm EST - Malone, Inovio - Human Genome Project to Craig Venter & Skin Penetrating NanoParticles - @RealGeorgeWebb1 joins the broadcast for his usual Wednesday spot diving into his research into mRNA vaccine whistleblower Robert Malone’s connected history. Inovio... Show more

Promoted Tweet

George Webb - Investigative Journalist Retweeted
Re移动ing to @RealGeorgeWebb1
If Michael J Bennett was impersonating Robert Malone’s Co-patent holder, Michael J Bennett, he fooled us.
Did DARPA do the Human Genome Project? Our San Diego drone pilots view Bob’s old haunts at Salk while we curb it by Craig Venter’s Human Genome Project buildings.

Geneticist Craig Venter sells his La Jolla research center to UC San Diego for $25 million
I am not affiliated in any way with RFK Jr's reboot of his cousin's magazine. If RFK Jr wants to be a citizen journalist, ask Bob Malone where he was on 9/11 and ask if he knows Craig Venter. Ask him if he met Bruce Ivins or Steven Hatfill at Ft. Detrick. You can't just talk the...
Billion Dollar Baby

George Webb joins Peter Duke to discuss a Billion Dollar Baby

More Billions for the Billion Dollar Corona Club in Windber?
I have only asked Dr. Robert Malone where he was on 9/11. I have never accused him of the 9/11 Attacks. I have mentioned Steven Hatfill was accused of these attacks. I published Robert Malone’s own words praising Hatfill on camera. Robert Malone has retweeted someone who has built...

...Show more

storyline circulating that the US DoD/DTRA Chem-Bio defense (DOMANE) program actively suppressed the use of Ivermectin as a COVID-19 treatment option, that I was the leader of the DOMANE program, and that I am personally responsible for the advancement and licensure of Remdesivir and the suppression of Ivermectin as a treatment option. The same self-styled “independent journalist” promoting these obvious falsehoods also asserts that I am responsible for 9-11 and the Anthrax attacks.

The following paragraphs are the first time I have directly addressed aspects of my involvement in drug repurposing for COVID involving Ivermectin.
George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... • May 26

Robert Malone first confirms my reporting about his involvement with DOMANE - Jan 2020 to October 2020 - that's not a "hot second" or just being involved in DOMANE "in its infancy". That's the key period that all the drug repurposing studies were done. Secondly, Malone confirms...

_statement of my efforts to provide ways to mitigate the damages caused by SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19 and the COVID-19 response since January of 2020. My work in repurposing drugs for early COVID-19 treatment, which consumed all of 2020 and most of 2021, is not something that I have emphasized in my public activities for three general reasons: First, others have spoken at length about their work, so the topic of drug repurposing has been fairly well covered. Second, much of my work was performed as a consultant/subcontractor under various nondisclosure agreements. Nothing nefarious here, just normal business practices for a small consulting shop. Third, despite what_...


George Webb - Investigative Journal... @RealGeorgeWe... • May 26

Malone actually testified here in Orlando in Nov 2021 that he was still involved with DOMANE at that time. He didn't know that Remdesivir was being paired as the Standard of Care drug in the DOMANE trials? Malone bragged to Science Magazine he got the call from Kadlec at ASPR in...

Robert W Malone, MD @RWMaloneMD

@GenExerMama I have no idea of what you are speaking about. My involvement with DOMANE was early and superficial.

10:59 PM • Mar 27, 2023

Robert W Malone, MD • 12/16/21
INNOVATIVE CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EFFORTS FUNDED CARES ACT: DOMANE
rwmalonemd.com/news/yrjamx3n

A COVID-19 and the COVID-19 response since January of 2020. My work in repurposing drugs for early COVID-19 treatment, which consumed all of 2020 and most of 2021, is not something that I have emphasized in my public activities for three general reasons: First, others have spoken at length about their work, so the topic of drug-based Alchem Laboratories, a contract manufacturing organization. Malone is part of a classified project called DOMANE that uses computer simulations, artificial intelligence, and other methods to rapidly identify U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drugs and other safe compounds that can be
Never Too Late To Come Clean Bob
1.4K tuned in · May 26 · 1:08:28

Bob Malone Confirms My DOMANE Reporting.
595 tuned in · May 26 · 20:24

Bob’s Got The Projector Going Again. Bob Takes Projection To High Art
1.1K tuned in · May 26 · 1:38:21
I wrote World War DARPA in 2021 Bob, before I ever knew your name. It ain't all about chu.

We have four whistleblowers at DTRA that haven't even cleared their throat yet Bob. Giving you a chance to come clean.

Was there uninformed virus and vaccine testing at DTRA at Ft Belvoir in Virginia?
We Ended Up In 2020 With What Wattendorf Drew On The Whiteboard At DARPA in 2010. And He Is Bob Malone’s Handpicked Protege. welcome to the Wattendorf whiteboard.
GiveSendGo - COVID DOMANE Discovery - Malone Defamation Case: The #1 Free Christian Fundraising Site.

givesendgo.com

Click here to Give now to COVID DOMANE Discovery - Malone Defam...

Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his connections to the World Health Organization, CIA Operative Michael ...
Seems like Famotidine is being substituted for Hydroxychloroquine. Count all the mentions of Ivermectin. But Bob sent a lot Ivermectin email I thought?

Time for answers on DOMANE for the American people.
George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWe... · May 27

Finding Bob’s Boss’ Priceless Art Collection - A Winder Treasure Trove
923 tuned in · May 27 · 29:31

George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWe... · May 27

We knew 600,000 LabGun tests flown from Inchon to Baltimore Johns Hopkins was important when an MQ-9 Reaper looked like the transport vehicle in April 2020. Of course, I turned out to be Bob Malone and Craig Venter’s Inovio Vaccine tests, with none of than Craig Venter’s wife... Show more
Bob Malone’s March 18th, 2020 Meeting With Michael Callahan And Kadlec

2.6K tuned in · May 27 · 2:27:41

George Webb - Investigative Journalist 👤 Host

Count the number of times Famotidine is substituted for Hydroxychloroquine. Count the number of mentions of Ivermectin.
Thanks to RFK Jr for relaunching George and dedicating George to Citizen Journalism.

IT'S ALL IN THE META-DATA
what do you know about Virus-Like Particles?

why is James O'Keefe still dancing around Boston Consulting Group?

where were you on 9/11 Bob Malone?
St. Patrick’s Day Massacre - March 18, 2020 - Kadlec, Malone, Callahan

851 tuned in · May 28 · 48:20

Promoted Tweet

March 18th, 2020 - my latest substack. The most important meeting in history if you judge historical importance by the most impact on the most people’s lives. open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
Was Nicole Wattendorf (wife of Dan Wattendorf) at Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences at the same time as Robert Malone?
linkedin.com/in/nicole-watt...
The timeworn walls of the Dressler Center could talk, an Early American house, located on the corner of avenues, and were instrumental in the shaping of Somerset. Griff Joseph Imhoff built it on land originally owned by William Peter Ankney. [At the time of his death in 1840, he was the largest landowner in southwest PA]. They also refer to the house as the Underground Railroad, and would divulge the owner hide slaves in the cellar. "Gold and art during the Civil War"?

The house became the home for the first non-profit, fully sanctioned organization in Pennsylvania. The idea was the beginning of something that would grow because a group of culturally minded people believed that Somerset wanted, needed and would support an organization that would encourage the arts. After several meetings - and a lot of hard work - this group incorporated under the name of Laurel Highlands Dressler, a widow who had previously expressed a desire for her home as a center for the arts as a memorial tribute to her husband, Philip d'hec Dressler. The gift of the house was a windfall that allowed the organization to open its doors in 1973.
Shuang Sarah Wu, (remember Shuang Sarah Wu, Jordon Walker’s boss?)
Shuang Sarah Wu AI boss at Biogen just got the cancer AI contract at
Robert Malone’s Windber Lab.

Raymond Pawlicki
Ray Pawlicki joined the health-care
industry in 2000 and subsequently
became the Global Chief Information
Officer (CIO) for Novartis

"I love the respect biostatisticians
receive at Biogen. My opinions are
welcomed and recognized."

Biogen Conference in Boston Now Told to More
than 300,000 Coronavirus Cases
Bob Malone Self Diagnoses As Patient Zero
Malone Has Book On Corona Ready For Conf.
MGH Cited As Refusing Patients, Hysteria
Legal Liability Threats Create Chilling Effect
Seems like a really difficult question for Bob.

"They lie to us, we know they're lying, they know we know they're lying, but they keep lying to us, and we keep pretending to believe them"
- Alexander Solzhenitsyn.

With all due respect. Not answering legit questions is nearly as bad, don't you think? By your account you were involved in DOMANE. Why was IVM not studied even though it has better binding affinity and been identified by REFRAME? Where were you on 9/11?
Promoted Tweet

George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWe... · May 31

Conspiracy Of One - Complicity Of Many - FBI DNA Database At Windber
1.6K tuned in · May 31 · 2:01:38

Play recording

George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWe... · May 31

My new Substack - Conspiracy Of One - Can we all tell the truth now?
open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...

1 23 41 9,381 Tip

George Webb - Investigative Journalist @RealGeorgeWe... · May 30

Bob's Boss' Billions In Boonies Meant Billions More In Genome Booty
1.3K tuned in · May 30 · 1:14:48

Play recording

29 21 63 13K Tip
George Webb - Investigative Journal...  @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jun 1  ·
Three Different Ways Bob Malone’s Boss, Nick Jacobs, could have been warned by Mossad General Danny Rothschild at 8AM on 9/11 of Flight 93 Anthrax Plane.

rumble.com
Three Different Ways Danny Rothschild Could Have Intercepted Hijac... Three Different Ways Danny Rothschild Could Have Intercepted Hijacker Blackberry Messages Before 911
Bob Malone’s End Run Around Bruce Ivins

Bob Says He Was In A Basement In Rockville, Maryland During 9/11. He Seems To Forget His Housemate Approved Moderna. He Also Forgets He Worked For DynPort, An Anthrax Vaccine Company. Oh Yeah, He Forgets He Recommended The Anthrax Vax To Kids In 2011. I Think It’s Time To Get...

Did Bob Malone Live With The FDA Official, Christine Drabick Who Approved Moderna? During 9/11?
Why does Space And Missile Command have a gene therapy tissue lab in the Allegheny Mountains in Pennsylvania? Countermeasures against Anthrax. Is that where COG happened after Anthrax 9/11?

Bob Says He Was In A Basement In Rockville, Maryland During 9/11. He Seems To Forget His Housemate Approved Moderna. He Also Forgets He Worked For DynPort, An Anthrax Vaccine Company. Oh Yeah, He Forgets He Recommended The Anthrax Vax To Kids In 2011. I Think It's Time To Get... Show more

Did Bob Malone Live With The FDA Official, Christine Drabick Who Approved Moderna? During 9/11?
For all the haters who are saying I "sat on the Ames story", an accusation the Rahm's pawns gave the Thrax to Atta is just that, an accusation. You need proof. When Bob Malone retweeted Marcus Conte who said I killed Task Force, that's when I knew she was right.

George Webb At USDA National Animal Disease Center - Warning Of Rahm Emanuel Connections To Vaccines

Ames, Iowa April 2017

I will republish Awan Minutes To Midnight in my Substack with updates to lay it all out.

Malone Confirms Reporting On Sina Bavari, Darrell Ricke, DynPort. Read Hatfill's new book - "Three Seconds To Midnight". Pandemic Preparedness | Dr. Robert Malone & Dr. Steven Hatfill (TPC #1,248)

rumble.com
Pandemic Preparedness | Dr. Robert Malone & Dr. ...
Malone book:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09R4Y6YKJ/ref=ts...
Robert Malone confirms my reporting about him with his own livestream appearance. open.substack.com/pub/georgewebb...
We lost our Constitution on 9/11. I am just asking questions of the people who were at Ft. Detrick at the time. We couldn’t have declared Continuity of Government without Anthrax being present on one of the airplanes. We can’t even answer if the Windber paramedics were tested after they all thought they would be dead by the end of the week after they went to the Flight 93 crash site. I am tired of the Messiah complexes. It is time for the truth.
Questions Persist - No One Asks Malone About His Vapor Bar Partnership - September 2021

Why Doesn't Anyone Ask Bob Malone About His Vapor Bar Partnership? Ft. Detrick 2021

rumble.com
No One Asks Malone About His Vapor Bar Partnership - September 2021
Promoted Tweet

George Webb - Investigative Journ...    @RealGeorgeWe...  · Jun 13  
DOMANE Inquiry - No Witnesses, No Question. Robert Malone was Captain of the USS DOMANE.